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Executive Summary

Governments have committed to investigating the use of market based instruments such as ‘buybacks’ to source
water for environmental needs.
Buybacks are common in some natural resource sectors and have been used in the water sector as well. However,
there is limited experience or research in Australia to investigate how buybacks could be structured. There has been
little focus to date on alternatives to the outright purchase of entitlements, such as the buying of ‘partial’ use rights
like options or leaseback arrangements.
The objective in this report is to demonstrate the range of available buyback instruments, including those utilising
existing and new water rights, in order to stimulate policy debate surrounding their potential use.
The volume of water that will be needed to meet environmental demands will be dependent on the extent to which
demands at different sites are complementary and the degree of river connectivity. The volume required will also
depend on whether releases need to be provided overbank or can be delivered directly through the construction of
new pipes or channels.
A case study was developed based on one of the sites to be targeted under the Living Murray Initiative – the Gunbower
Koondrook-Perricoota Forests – to illustrate how instruments can be tailored to meet environmental watering needs.
It is our understanding that infrastructure works will be built at the site in order to deliver water direct to the wetlands
through purpose built channels. As the purpose of this study is not to prescribe how any particular environmental
demand should be met, we have chosen to investigate buyback instruments that could meet environmental watering
needs at Gunbower via overbank flows rather than the proposed delivery through new channels. However, this
demand is representative of other sites in south-eastern Australia where overbank flows are used to deliver water to
wetlands.
We found that environmental water demands at sites such as Gunbower can be extremely variable with peak needs
many times average volumes and with no new water required in many years. These demands may also be less
countercyclical with irrigation allocations than commonly anticipated where the objective is frequent watering.
Six buyback scenarios were investigated.
These have all been raised as potential scenarios in the current policy debate. The six water sourcing scenarios
considered are:
1. purchase of entitlement only ;
2. purchase allocations required each year;
3. purchase of entitlement and trade in allocation;
4. purchase of entitlement with a range of different carryover provisions;
5. options or leaseback contracts; and
6. a portfolio approach, that is, a mix of instruments.
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Key observations on the performance of each buyback approach are shown in Box E1.
Box E1: Key observations from our buyback case study
Clearly defining new environmental watering needs in terms of timing, frequency, volume, duration and
sensitivity to alternative sequences of watering will allow more cost-effective buyback instruments to be
crafted. The potential to ‘miss’ a watering or tailor different sequences of waterings can markedly reduce costs
in sourcing environmental water.
Where an environmental demand for ‘new’ water is infrequent and peaky, as will be common in south-eastern
Australia, each buyback instrument was found to have shortcomings. In our case study the average quantity
of water required was only 22GL, but with peak demands of up to 310GL. Key observations about the ability of
alternative instruments to meet such a demand are;
• The purchase of dedicated entitlements would simply be ineffective due to the large variability in the quantity
of water required each year – it would necessitate a budget in the hundreds of millions compared to less
than $10m when a portfolio approach is adopted;
• The provision of generous carryover provisions can significantly reduce the amount of entitlements and
cost required to meet environmental demands, but will impose significant third party impacts on other
consumptive users;
• Alternatively, an approach where seasonal allocations are purchased in required volumes when needed at
prevailing ‘market’ prices may be unworkable due to the large volumes of allocations that would need to be
purchased in some years on short notice and often early in irrigation seasons when announced allocations
are low. For our case study site this required purchases of up to 9% of available allocations and lead to price
impacts of up to 17%;
• The purchase of some entitlements and active trade in seasonal allocations was found to be more workable,
but the budget cost-minimising entitlement holding was found to be relatively small (about 8GL) as was the
entitlement holding that would mitigate the need for subsequent budget support for trading allocations (at
25 GL). Accordingly, large purchases were still required in some years with implications for the workability of
the approach and impact on water markets;
• Single options and leaseback instruments were found unsuitable due to the profile of environmental watering
demands, such that trigger levels would need to be set that would be activated in most years – imposing
significant management costs on irrigators and environmental managers in establishing contracts; and
• A portfolio of water assets was found to be the most effective approach to balance cost, effectiveness and
workability objectives in meeting environmental demands.
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The analysis demonstrates that no single instrument is likely to be effective in meeting the diversity of environmental
watering demands faced under the Living Murray and more broadly across Australia. A key factor underlying this
conclusion is the significant variability in watering demands over time within and between different sites.
In many instances the purchase of existing irrigation entitlements will be inefficient in meeting variable watering
demands. The ability to trade allocations provided under entitlement holdings in years when water is not required
for environmental purposes can significantly reduce budget costs. Indeed in some instances environmental watering
needs and irrigation water demands will exhibit a counter-cyclical pattern, offering opportunities for mutually
advantageous trading. Environmental managers will be able to minimise budget costs by tailoring their purchasing
patterns to take advantage of differences in demand profiles, risk preferences and the potential price effects of their
trading activity.
Further challenges will be faced where environmental watering demands are both variable and ‘peaky’, such as those
explored in our case study, where new environmental water is required to top-up natural flooding events to breach
levees and supply water to riparian wetlands and forest communities. The potential volumes of water to achieve this
can be many times nominal entitlement holdings, raising difficulties in sourcing large volumes of water, quickly and
often early in irrigation seasons when announced allocations are typically low. An investigation of water volumes
traded on markets for seasonal allocations along the Murray indicates that the peak volumes required to collectively
meet the watering demands of the Living Murray icon sites may on occasion dwarf the level of allocations traded in
recent years.
To effectively manage the uncertainty inherent in many types of environmental demands buyback instruments that
allow water to be obtained at short notice with certainty are needed. This has prompted interest in derivative type
buybacks such as options contracts. Our analysis demonstrates that option design and selection is likely to be
specific to both the characteristics of the environmental demand and the buyback regions. In our case study, different
types of triggers for the options contract performed better in different locations.
However a single option contract was found unworkable due to the combination of frequent needs for small
volumes and infrequent needs for very large volumes. To overcome this problem more complex holdings of options
or leaseback contracts may be workable, but would require significant design effort and support from irrigators.
Alternatively, a portfolio with a small entitlement holding and allocation trading to meet the small but regular
component of the environmental watering demand and an options contract targeted only at the infrequent and large
component offered a workable approach at modest additional cost. The profile of buybacks under our illustrative
portfolio to meet our case study environmental watering demand is shown in Figure E1.
Figure E1: Water purchased under portfolio strategy (environmental demand met 81% of the time)
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Irrigator attitudes to buyback instruments were found to be generally positive, with a preference for an environmental
manager trading seasonal allocations rather than entitlement. While irrigators were attracted to the concept of
leasing water they had less interest in the use of options contracts because they were perceived to provide little
additional risk management over existing mechanisms. However there was no objection to the use of options
contracts provided they were structured to suit both parties.
Seasonal allocations were the main trigger suggested by irrigators to form the basis for options or leaseback
contracts, because they would be easier than other triggers to form expectations as to impacts on water markets.
However, irrigators were of the view that the environmental manager should be free to negotiate different allocation
triggers with individual irrigators. Regardless of the instrument chosen, the overriding concern was to ensure
transparency and accountability in the operation of the environmental manager.
The research has demonstrated the importance of tailoring market instruments to suit the characteristics of
individual environmental demands and prevailing water markets. The challenges will be compounded where
environmental managers will have to build water portfolios to meet a suite of environmental watering demands with
varying levels of complementarity and connectivity. The potential rewards from an effectively constructed portfolio will
also be commensurately larger.
Emerging research will help guide environmental managers with this task. And notably, irrigators can also
provide valuable input into instrument design and will be crucial stakeholders to the success of emerging buyback
instruments to secure environmental flows.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades in Australia extractive use of water, particularly for irrigation has dramatically increased.
Water use in Australia grew by over 65 per cent from 1983/4 to 1996/7 and most of the increase is attributable to
irrigated agriculture (NLWRA 2001). At the same time, there has been gathering evidence of increasing degradation
of riverine ecosystems. Excessive extraction is stressing many river systems and the degradation is leading to loss
not only of productive land but also threatening environmental values such as water quality and biodiversity. The 2001
National Land and Water Resources Audit (NLWRA 2001) assessed that 26 per cent of surface water resources are
already or close to beyond sustainable use. The Audit also concluded that more than half of assessed river basins
have excess turbidity and nutrients and about 32 per cent have excess salinity.
In response to these two drivers, Australian Governments’ have implemented a broad range of water policy
reforms. In February 1994, the Council of Australian Governments (CoAG) agreed to a package of measures with the
objective of achieving an “efficient and sustainable water industry” (CoAG 1994). This was followed a decade later by
Intergovernmental Agreements on a National Water Initiative and Addressing Water Overallocation and Achieving
Environmental Objectives in the Murray-Darling Basin, both signed in June 2004 (Commonwealth of Australia 2004a
and Commonwealth of Australia 2004b respectively). These agreements compliment and extend the reforms agreed
to in the 1994 water agreement.
Initial reforms in 1994 focused on clearer specification of water entitlements, the creation of formal allocations of
water to the environment, expansion of water trade, full cost water pricing and institutional reform. Reforms agreed
to in 2004 were based on improving the security of water access entitlements, protecting environmental assets and
further expansion of permanent water markets.
The Murray-Darling Basin Intergovernmental Agreement committed $500m over 5 years to reduce the level of water
overallocation and to achieve specific environmental outcomes. The agreement implements the Living Murray “first
step” decision taken in November 2003 (MDBMC 2003) which, subject to the available funding, seeks an average of
around 500 GL per year by the end of 5 years to meeting environmental outcomes at six significant ecological assets
in the Murray River System.
State governments have implemented significant reviews and reforms of their water legislation in order to meet
their obligations under these CoAG agreements. Most States have now introduced new water legislation aimed at
more clearly specifying water entitlements, separated water from land assets and allowed water entitlements to be
transferred between irrigation uses (NCC 2004).
The 1994 reforms recognised the environment as a legitimate user of water and obliged governments to give priority
to determining “formal” allocations to the environment. In 1999 it was further agreed that each State/Territory would
identify stressed and over-allocated river and groundwater systems and give priority to creating a more sustainable
balance between consumptive use and the environment (NCC 2004).
In the 2004 CoAG National Water Initiative agreement, signatory governments agreed to the statutory provision of
water access entitlements to meet environmental needs (NCC 2004). Significant policy reform has been undertaken
in this area, with all states and territories some way towards determining environmental allocations for these river
systems. For example, by 2004, NSW had developed 36 water sharing plans which locked in water sharing between
irrigators and the environment for the State’s major rivers and groundwater systems (NCC 2004). Victoria, within their
streamflow management plans, allocated ‘bulk entitlements’ to environmental needs (NCC 2004). By 2004, Victoria
had completed this bulk entitlement allocation process for 19 of its 25 water supply systems and flow implementation
plans for 5 of the 11 stressed and over-allocated river systems.
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As well as the establishment of environmental entitlements under the CoAG agreements, separate processes were
instigated to determine environmental flow requirements for the Snowy and Murray Rivers. The Snowy River Inquiry,
which reported to government in October 1998, presented options to address environmental degradation in the Snowy
River. Governments’ agreed to allocate 21% (or 212 GL a year) of the original flow to the Snowy River, within 10 years.
To this end, the Governments of the Commonwealth, NSW and Victoria created a Joint Government Enterprise (Water
for Rivers) to acquire water to enable the additional dedicated environmental flows to the Snowy and Murray Rivers by
the end of June 2012. Water can be sourced through efficiency projects and the purchasing of water entitlements1.
The Living Murray Initiative, which began in mid 2002, was initiated in response to increasing concerns about the
health of the River Murray. Gippel (2003) cites a number of scientific studies that indicate that regulation has resulted
in degradation of riverine ecosystems. For example, a scientific study of the Basin’s rivers (Norris et al., 2001)
revealed that:
•

vegetation and wildlife are significantly impaired along 40% of the total river length in the Basin;

•

numbers of native fish, birds, plants and aquatic insects are declining due to loss of habitat, lack of flooding
and loss of natural water temperature and flow signals that tell them when to breed; and

•

nutrients and sediment have increased.

A salinity audit of the Basin published in 1999 projected that unless further improvements were made to management
of the Basin's land and water, salinity would rise by 30% in the Lower Murray and by more than 100% in many smaller
rivers over the coming 50 to 100 years. (MDBCb undated).
An assessment of the environmental, social and economic impacts of sourcing water to meet environmental needs of
the River Murray System was conducted under the Initiative. Assessment was also undertaken of how achievement
of improved environmental outcomes could be obtained through structural and operational measures. An initial
commitment was made by governments to allocate an average annual 500 GL to environmental flow needs for the
River in November 2003 (Commonwealth of Australia 2004a).
Any allocation of water to the environment means re-allocating water away from other uses, such as irrigators,
urban developments or industrial users. There are various methods that have been proposed to do this, including
administrative cuts to all existing entitlement holders, government investment in on and off-farm infrastructure to
capture existing “losses” that are then allocated to the environment, and purchase of water on the water market.
While investments in off-farm infrastructure may provide some savings, recent investigations have shown that there
are very few cost-effective savings to be made from these activities. For example, a recent study by ACIL Tasman
(2002) for the Living Murray Initiative concluded that there are limited savings that would cost less than the market
value of water, except perhaps for re-use generally and some applications in horticulture. It has been postulated that
most of the cost-effective water savings have already been captured through the Snowy River environmental flows
process and some early Living Murray Initiative investments.
For example, in November 2004, the MDB Ministerial Council agreed to four proposals that will source 240GL at a
cost of $179 million2. This represents an average cost of $749 per ML, a cost similar to the price that permanent
water entitlements have traded in some regions along the Murray. The Commission has also funded feasibility
assessments of another nine infrastructure projects. However, few are expected to source water at less than the
market price of water (BDA Group 2006).

1 See www.waterforrivers.org.au
2 See http://www.the livingmurray.mdbc.gov.au/implementing/water_recovery
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It is for this reason that there has been a growing interest in the potential use of market mechanisms to obtain water
for environmental needs. For example, the Murray Darling Basin Intergovernmental Agreement (Commonwealth of
Australia 2004a) specifically indicates that purchase of water on the market may be used to obtain environmental
entitlements. It also allows for the temporary and (in some circumstances) permanent trading of environmental
water entitlements. Similarly, the Joint Government Enterprise ‘Water for Rivers’ includes the purchase of water
entitlements as one method to obtain water for Snowy and Murray River environmental needs. Finally, the National
Water Initiative (Commonwealth of Australia 2004b) includes provision for environmental entitlements to be traded on
the temporary water market.
While the focus in the policy debate so far has been on the purchase of permanent entitlements to meet
environmental needs, it is likely that there are more cost effective approaches to meeting these objectives. Costeffectiveness is seen as an important assessment criterion for determining which water sourcing methods will be
funded to obtain water for the Southern River Murray System (Commonwealth of Australia 2004a). Alternative market
mechanisms to the purchase of entitlements can also have other social and political advantages. However, one of the
major challenges is that new products would need to be created within the water market to enable these approaches
to be used.
The objectives of this research project are to further the policy debate on this issue by:
•

reviewing the experience with the use of market mechanisms to purchase assets particularly in natural
resource markets;

•

assessing the applicability of using market mechanisms in the water sector; and

•

scoping both the feasibility and indicative cost of applying these new approaches to meet environmental
objectives in the water sector.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Australia
2.1.2 General Australian ‘buyback’ experiences
In the natural resources sector, the ‘over-allocation’ of rights to the use of resources beyond sustainable levels has
been common. Resulting impacts on resource users and the environment more broadly has prompted governments
to act to transfer some previously allocated rights back into public ownership. This has been done through a range of
policy mechanisms that can be broadly catergorised as either administrative or market based.
Administrative approaches have included modifying allocated rights (such as limiting how or when resources can
be used) or compulsory acquisition of rights. Payment of compensation for the loss of rights has often accompanied
administrative approaches, although often not due to legal necessity. Market based approaches can include a
lessening of rights when they are traded (essentially a tax – for example volumetric taxes have on occasion been
imposed on water trading) or through governments ‘buying-back’ rights.
There are a number of ways in which buyback approaches can be structured. These include the outright purchase
of rights, the temporary lease of rights and the purchase of partial rights through products developed in secondary
markets, such as options contracts. The purpose of this literature review is to canvass the way in which buyback
mechanisms have evolved to transfer rights between competing uses.
Permanent purchase mechanisms have been used in a wide range of areas. They are commonly used in financial
markets but are also being utilised in a range of natural resource sectors. The purpose of the buyback is for a
voluntary transfer in the ownership of rights back to the entity that issued the rights.
Buybacks in the financial sector are becoming increasingly common since the relaxing of Australia’s share buyback
legislation in 1995. For example, in 1999, there were 87 buybacks in Australia, with a value of approximately $8.8
billion (www.leithner.com/au/circulars/circular6.html).
Buybacks are used in the financial sector as one way of managing profits by a company. The right that is being
purchased is the right to a share of the profits. Full rights to these profits are purchased under this type of buyback.
By buying its own shares, the company returns capital to those owners who choose to exchange their shares for cash.
Buybacks are often undertaken on the expectation that in the longer term the majority of shareholders will benefit by
the increased value of the remaining shares.
The most common buybacks in the financial sector are on and off-market buybacks. On-market buybacks involve
a company purchasing their own shares at the market rate and then cancelling them. Off-market buybacks occur
where a company uses a floating price or tender range to purchase shares. Some recent share buybacks include
Commonwealth Bank, Fosters, NRMA Insurance, Telstra, Westpac and Woolworths (Australian Securities and
Investment Commission).
Particular taxation arrangements have been established with the Australian Taxation Office in relation to share
buybacks.
The two Federal Government gun buyback schemes are another well-known example of a buyback. The nature of
the rights in this case is the right to own and operate a gun under certain conditions. The buyback involved purchase
by government of the full right. The National Firearms Program Implementation Act 1996 was introduced to improve
public safety after the Port Arthur massacre in 1996. During the life of the buyback scheme, over 660 000 weapons
were handed in and destroyed at a cost of $304 million. Many of the weapons handed in were unlicensed or would not
be able to be licensed under the new regulations. However the moratorium on prosecution in relation to any illegal
weapons handed in provided a defacto right which was bought by the government.
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Following further shootings in Melbourne, the government introduced a second buyback of handguns in 2003, where
banned handguns could be handed in for financial compensation. The National Handgun Price List was developed
in consultation with firearm dealers and associations throughout Australia and was endorsed as being ‘fair and
reasonable compensation’ (www.policensw.com/info/misc-gun/handgun1.html).
Gun buyback centres were set up at local gun clubs. An education campaign was run to tell owners which handguns
were eligible for the buyback. A price list for the 5000 targeted handguns was posted on the internet (www.
handgunbuyback.gov.au). Owners were paid between $500 and $2000 for the most popular types of handguns (Victoria
delays gun buyback move, The Age Newspaper, 1 July 2003).
While the objectives of these two examples of commonly used buybacks (shares and guns) are very different, they
share the same underlying principles. That is, the entity that issued the rights sought to regain the rights through
voluntary transfer with financial inducement. The objective in the case of the gun buyback was to improve public
safety, by amending legislation to ban a number of weapons. However, this would have been ineffective without
obtaining the large quantity of now illegal weapons already in the community. The decision was taken to provide
financial compensation to those that owned a now illegal weapon. The objective in the case of financial market
buybacks is to improve the value of the shares to remaining shareholders, again by the purchase of allocated rights.
Both these examples of buybacks use market information to purchase the asset in question. In the case of financial
sector buybacks, a common approach is to offer the existing market price of the shares. In the case of the gun
buybacks, an agreed price list was created, reflecting market prices. They are also both voluntary in nature.
A range of buybacks have been used in the natural resource management field. In particular, these have been used in
fisheries, forestry, and biodiversity and water sectors.
Fisheries management in Australia has been characterised by the introduction of quotas and limits to reduce what
has been considered to be unsustainable fishing levels. As part of these management changes, in many cases
governments have determined that the level of commercial fishing “effort” needs to be reduced. Fishing rights take
many different forms, including access rights to fisheries, licences with input controls (eg the type of gear that may
be used or the type or size of boat) or a share of the overall quantity of fish that may be caught (often called the total
allowable catch). Many states and territories have introduced buybacks of fishing rights to reduce fishing effort. For
example:
•

The Commonwealth government has conducted a number of buybacks including fisheries in the Great Barrier
Reef, Gummy Sharks, dugongs and most recently targeting a range of Commonwealth managed fisheries.

•

The Northern Territory Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries has conducted commercial fisheries
buybacks, where the purchase price is set by a committee;

•

In South Australia, recent media coverage indicates that $12m has been allocated for a buyback of net
licences, that State’s biggest buyback.

•

The Victorian Department of Natural Resources and Environment has been involved in an $8 million buy
back scheme of scalefish licences and endorsements. Consultants determined the recommended value of an
endorsement which was offered to all fishing licence holders.

•

The Western Australian Department of Fisheries has been involved in commercial fishing licence buybacks
since before 1990. Licence holders put in a tender for their licence and a committee determines whether it is
accepted.
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•

The Queensland Department of Primary Industries and the Environment recently undertook a Trawl Fishery
buyback. Licence holders put in a tender for their licence and the most cost effective licences were purchased
until the budget ran out.

The recent federal government purchase of fishing licences as a consequence of increased zoning of conservation
areas within the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is another example of a buyback. In this case, the government
indicated the quantities of fishing “effort” they wished to purchase for each affected fishery (in order to ensure that
“effort” displaced from the new conservation zones would not impact on other fishers) and asked licence holders to
tender the value of their fishing licence.
A hundred and fourteen licences were purchased at a cost of approximately $32 million (Campbell 2004). Nearly 600
licences were offered for sale. Tenders were assessed according to value for money within each of the fishing industry
targets. Some regional objectives were also taken into account, such as the impact of purchasing licences within a
region on those remaining in the industry.
More recently, the Australian Government announced a $149 million buyback of fishing licences to reduce excess
fishing capacity in fisheries which were either currently assessed as overfished, may become so in the future and
will also address any displaced fishing effort arising from the creation of marine protected areas (Macdonald and
Campbell 2005). The buyback will take the form of a one-off, voluntary, competitive tender process.
A range of methods have been used to determine the offer price for the fishing licence buybacks. In some of the
State buyback schemes, a formula was derived which determined the price at which quota would be purchase, or
an average price was determined. This may have been because of the smaller number of operators in the fisheries
involved. If the number is sufficiently small, there may be very few competition benefits from using an open tender,
and in fact, quota owners may collude. Further, the transactions costs of operating an open tender will be high with a
small amount of tenders.
Buybacks of fishing effort have all focused on the purchase of full fishing rights. To our knowledge there has been no
purchase of partial rights – for example, the purchase of the right to fish in certain locations, or at certain times, or to
catch a certain size of fish.
Regional forestry agreements were developed between the Commonwealth and the relevant State/Territory
government in order to protect conservation values as well as to ensure sustainable logging of forestry areas.
Forestry Industry Structural Adjustment Packages were developed to help forest industry businesses and individuals
adjust to the changes in the native forest resources available. Funding in some states (eg NSW and Victoria) included
funding to purchases businesses that were affected by the regional forest agreement (www.affa.gov.au). The full right
that is being purchased here is the right to operate a business and harvest logs in a certain ‘concession’ area. The
Tasmanian Regional Forest Agreement (1997) included $30 million of funding from the Commonwealth Government
for actions to protect conservation values on private land. Mechanisms that were used included voluntary sale of land
and the introduction of stewardship agreements for actions provided by private landholders. Confidential, one on one
negotiation with landholders was used to obtain the conservation services. However, the project relied on philanthropy
by private landowners to achieve its objectives as there were insufficient government funds to pay the ‘market price’
for the environmental services being purchased by government (NAPSWQ 2002).
It has been recognised that a significant amount of biodiversity values in Australia reside on private land. Buybacks, or
purchase of biodiversity outcomes that exist on private land, have increasingly been used in Australia. The right that is
being purchased here is the right to undertake certain agricultural activities on land that are not compatible with the
production of biodiversity conservation. Since the mid 1990’s a range of trust funds have been operating in Australia
to purchase biodiversity conservation outcomes on private land. One of the earliest and most established of these is
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the Trust for Nature in Victoria, which permanently protects remnant vegetation through covenants. Covenants are
registered on land titles and place restrictions on the use of that land in perpetuity. The Trust pays for the placement
of a covenant to prevent landuse that may compromise biodiversity values (Trust for Nature 2005).
Another prominent buyback or purchase of biodiversity outcomes occurred in Victoria under the BushTender
Scheme. BushTender involved private land owners tendering for the provision of biodiversity services that met
government objectives. The rationale of was that private landowners have a greater degree of information about the
costs of providing such services, and government has information on the types of biodiversity outcomes they want to
achieve. A tender approach was used to minimise the cost of providing such biodiversity outcomes. Results from the
BushTender Scheme indicate that a traditional fixed price payment would have cost approximately seven times the
cost of a tender approach (Stoneham, Chaudhri, Ha and Strappazon 2002).
Following the success of the BushTender Scheme, a number of ‘auction’ projects have been undertaken in Australia.
These include, but are not limited to, a range of pilots trialling actions funded under the National Action Plan for
Salinity and Water Quality:
•

Multiple-outcome auction of land use change, Department of Primary Industries, Victoria;

•

Auction for Landscape Recovery in South West Australia, WWF;

•

Catchment Care – Developing an auction process for biodiversity gains and water quality outcomes,
Onkaparinga Catchment Water Management Board; and

•

Establishing East-West Landscape Corridors in the Southern Desert Uplands (using actions), Desert Uplands
Build-up and Development Committee.

Results from the Onkaparinga Catchment pilot support the earlier findings of the BushTender trial; in that it was
found that the auction was between 23 and 34% more cost effective in delivering conservation benefits. Overall,
the pilot auctions indicate that, if landholder contracts are properly designed and enforced, they offer a major
improvement in cost effectiveness over traditional regulatory approaches.
Queensland introduced new vegetation management legislation in 2004, with the objective of banning all broadscale
clearing in Queensland by 2006. The government introduced a package of measures to reduce impacts on those
affected by the new laws of $150 million over 5 years. This includes $12 million for incentives for landholders who
maintain and manage native vegetation on their properties (www.nrm.qld.gov.au).
As well as the outright purchase of existing rights to assets or resources, buybacks can also be in the form of the
purchase of partial rights through the creation of new products in derivatives markets. While this is not common
in natural resource markets, ACIL Tasman (2003) indicated that energy markets have become very sophisticated in
creating derivatives to manage risk. Some insights can be drawn from developments in energy markets to manage
both price and volume risks.
However, ACIL Tasman point to two substantial differences between energy and water markets: the first is that
energy demand and supply is much more time sensitive, and second, that energy trades are typically between energy
producers and retailers or users, whereas in water markets the trades are typically between users. ACIL Tasman
(2003) concluded that generators have moved away from just a focus on generation to providing energy market risk
management services. These are often in the form of guaranteeing a price or providing a price cap to their customers.
Electricity utilities buy options to cover their own price risks, and often compete with generators in supplying risk
management services to large customers. Major end-users of electricity, who are able to reduce their demand when
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prices are high, have been able to sell price cap options. ACIL Tasman (2003) concluded that in energy markets,
options and risk management practices pervade these markets. The majority of trades are in the form of options
contracts.
While the focus has been on the products to manage price risk, weather derivatives are becoming increasingly
common to manage volume risk. They are a form of option with payments between parties being triggered by weather
conditions that correlate strongly with energy demand for heating or cooling.

2.1.2 Australian ‘buybacks’ for water
As is the case in other natural resource sectors, there has been an increasing awareness of the current unsustainable
use of water resources. Reforms to water management include ‘caps’ to constrain overall use, and the introduction of
dedicated environmental water entitlements. Buybacks have been used in a number of regions to obtain water for the
environment.
The South Australian 2003-04 budget included a new Save the Murray Levy of $30 per year for residential ratepayers
and $135 for non-residential ratepayers to be placed in a Save the Murray Fund to be used exclusively for measures
to improve the health of the Murray River. South Australia has indicated that around $10 million will be used to return
water to the river (Government of South Australia 2003).
A partnership between NSW Murray Wetlands Working Group, Murray Irrigation Limited (MIL) and individual
landholders has seen the establishment of the Wetlands Watering Project. The Working Group identified a need to
address wetland degradation on private lands in the Murray Irrigation Limited Area. This region was once a large
floodplain, but due to the development of irrigation, the floodplain areas were rarely flooded, even in times of high
rainfall or river flows.
The Working Group approves sites where natural ephemeral wetlands exist and MIL provides their irrigation
infrastructure to deliver water to the site. Landholders exclude stock, fence areas and schedule waterings. They are
able to obtain funding from the National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality to contribute to these activities,
with $104, 000 having been allocated so far (DIPNR undated). The environmental water is obtained via a temporary
transfer from the NSW Water Administration Ministerial Corporation, which has a total of nearly 32,000 ML of water
savings or ‘Adaptive Environmental Water’ allocations.
The water has been largely obtained by government investment in seepage control works rather than through a rights
buyback. However the initiative is relevant to this study in that it seeks to align environmental water needs with water
held by an environmental manager.
During the project’s first year of operation, 2001/02, eleven wetland sites, totaling an area of 250 hectares, on private
land received 600ML of water (http://www.mwwg.org.au/watering.php, accessed 29 June 2005). Overall there have
been 77 landholders involved in the project so far, 103 sites have received approximately 12,055 ML of water and a
total of 1,724 ha of ephemeral wetlands have been watered.
In 1993, the NSW Government created the Barmah-Millewa Environmental Water Allocation of high security water of
100GL per year (see English et al 2004 for a summary). A Barmah Millewa Overdraw was also established, of 50GL per
year of low security water, provided in wetter years (up to 80 per cent of years). The key objective of these allocations
are to achieve, on average, three medium sized, long duration floods every 10 years and to ensure that there are no
more than 5 years between these events. A maximum of 700 GL can be carried over in storage. Because the objective
of the allocation is to “top up” existing flood events the allocation is not required each year, this flexibility to carry over
the allocation between years is very important in meeting the environmental objectives. To maximise these benefits, a
system of temporary lending was negotiated with irrigators. Irrigators are lent the water in the dry seasons when the
forest doesn’t require it, and the water is given back to the environment in the wet seasons.
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The allocation has been used twice since its introduction, with the last time in October 2000 when a volume of 340GL
was released to prolong flooding (DEH 2002). The management of this flood resulted in the most successful bird
breeding event in the forest since the 1970’s (MDBC web site: www.mdbc.gov.au/naturalresources/barmah_millewa/
barmah_forum.htm). The event also resulted in increased breeding of frogs, invertebrate and small fish. Of interest
in this case is the informal “leaseback” arrangement that was negotiated and hence is one of the few examples in the
water sector where a partial right was purchased.
A large number of environmental water allocations have been introduced in NSW and Victoria (see for example
English et al 2004 for a summary). The conditions attached to the use of these allocations vary. For example, while
the Barmah-Millewa Allocation is able to be carried over, and “lent” to irrigators, there is no carryover allowed for
the NSW Murray Wetlands Allocation. However, to increase the flexibility of the allocation, up to fifty per cent can
be traded on the temporary market in times when it’s not needed. Funds can be used to invest in other projects to
protect the wetlands values. However, the funds can’t be used to purchase water in years when additional water is
required.

2.1.3 Australian studies on ‘buybacks’ for water
The Living Murray Initiative has focused attention on the potential use of market mechanisms to source water, as
an alternative to more traditional methods. Studies have compared the outright purchase of water entitlements with
investment in water use efficiency improvements (see for example, BDA Group 2003, 2006, Goesch and Hearney 2003,
Land and Water Australia 2002, DPI and University of Melbourne 2003, ACIL Tasman 2002, Productivity Commission
2006).
The general conclusion of these studies is that purchase of water entitlements is likely to be less expensive than
investment in water use efficiency savings. A variety of methods by which water could be purchased, such as through
the use of the existing market for water, competitive tendering, set tendering (ie: stand in the market at a particular
price) and a compulsory tender have been considered.
More recently, studies have been undertaken to consider the potential for using alternative market methods to
outright purchase. These are focused on the purchase of partial rights, through the development of derivates
products. For example, Hearney, Beare and Hafi (2004) assessed the use of options contracts to meet the
environmental objective of floodplain floods in winter and early spring for a Murrumbidgee case study. The option
contract was specified with a volumetric trigger, that is, irrigators would sell part of their allocations that was in
excess of a specific level. The options contract involved an option fee and an option price. The option fee would be paid
regardless of whether the option was exercised. The option price, which is paid if the option is exercised, is equal to
the opportunity cost of forgoing the water from agricultural use.
The results indicate that if an option was set at 80 percent of water entitlements, this would result in 90GL at a
cost of $30 per ML. If an options contract was signed at 87.5% of entitlement, this would result in 10GL, at a cost of
approximately $12 per ML. The cost of these options compares favourably with the cost of outright purchase on the
water market, at a price estimated by Hearney, Beare and Hafi (2004) as $46 per ML
(see Box 1 for an overview of this analysis).
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Box 1:
An overview of the ABARE analysis of the use of options in the Murrumbidgee River
(Hearney, Beare and Haﬁ 2004)
ABARE used the Murrumbidgee River as a case study to assess the effectiveness of using options contracts to
meet the environmental objective of recreating floodplain floods in winter and early spring.
The options contract was designed around irrigators selling that part of their water allocation that was in
excess of a specified level. For example, an irrigator with 100 ML could write an options contract to sell any
water above 90 ML. In years with limited water, this threshold would not be reached, but in wet years, 10 ML
would be sold. The timing of the option also needs to be considered. ABARE indicate that an option that was
exercised early in the season could be used immediately whereas an option exercised late in the season could
be carried over in storage for use later in the year. In this sense, the option takes the form of a volume trigger
and specifies a point in time that it would be exercised.
An option fee and price need to be established. An option fee is paid regardless of whether the option is
exercised. The option price represents the opportunity cost of forgoing the water from agricultural use.
ABARE developed the Murrumbidgee River Options Model, a model of the hydrological system, storage and
delivery of water and the associated agricultural production in order to assess how the timing of a contract
affects the volume and cost of the water transfer. The contract that was analysed was a 1 August water
allocation of above 80, 82.5, 85 and 87.5 per cent of an irrigator’s licensed entitlement.
For an option written against 85 per cent of water allocation, the results indicate that the option would be
exercised on average 3 in 10 years.
ABARE conclude that apart from being more cost effective than the purchase of permanent entitlements, using
options contracts has the advantage of allowing irrigators to keep their permanent entitlement as a hedge
against the risk that the pool of water resources available to irrigators will decline in the future.

English et al (2004) found that if counter cyclical trading was used to manage the objectives of the Barmah-Millewa
environmental allocation, the cost could be as low as 18 per cent of the value of the permanent entitlement. That is,
it is more cost effective to sell water allocations under a small holding of environmental entitlement in years when it
is not needed, and to purchase additional water in years when it is required, rather than to hold a larger number of
entitlements without trading.
An illustration of this temporal variability of demand was prepared by the MDBC through a simulation of how 500 GL
could be used to water four Living Murray icon sites over an eight-year period (see BDA Group 2006). The results of the
simulation are shown in Figure 1. This simulation showed that in excess of twice the long term average of 500 GL may
be required in some years, whereas relatively little was required in others.
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Figure 1: Simulation of use of environment water over 8 years across four icon sites.
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An analysis using water price data from the Murray Irrigation Limited irrigation area indicated that the cost of
meeting this environmental need through permanent entitlement purchase would be four times as much as the cost
of purchasing water (seasonal allocations) only in years when it was required.

2.2 International studies and experience with water buybacks
It is common in some western states of the United States and in South and Central America for water managers
to utilize the market to achieve both environmental flow objectives and meet urban demands. This is both through
permanent purchase, and more recently through a range of derivatives products.
Some western States of America have a long tradition of using markets to exchange water between irrigators and
urban areas. Many of these exchanges have been focused on the permanent purchase of rights. For example, the
city of Denver in the State of Colorado began purchasing water in 1925 (Hartman and Seastone 1970). Hartman and
Seastone (1970), however, indicate that the regulatory structure in some states prohibited larger volumes being
exchanged. For example, in Colorado, applications to transfer needed to go through the court system to ensure that
a change in diversion would not be to the detriment of established water rights. This involves taking into account the
difference in return flows (ie, only consumptive use can be exchanged) and ensuring that the change in the point of
diversion does not impact on other users.
Wiley (1992) writing more than a decade ago indicated that some transfers were beginning in the US between
irrigation and environmental users. A number of trusts have been established with environmental objectives. For
example, the Oregon Water Trust is a not for profit organisation that purchases water on the open market to use for
instream flow purposes (mainly the maintenance of fish habitats).
The Nature Conservancy of Colorado is a public trust that purchases water for in-stream uses (Crouter 2003). In
Nervada, legislation was enacted to acquire water rights for wetlands and fisheries (Wiley 1992) during the early
1990’s. In California, legislation was enacted to obtain water supplies for wetlands and in the Pacific Northwest, short
term leases have been used to protect the migratory habitats for salmon. Washington and Montana also have trusts
focused on environmental objectives (ACIL Tasman 2003).
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The particular characteristics of the local water markets and the flexibility of mechanisms that can be used will have
a significant influence on the success of the scheme. For example, in Nevada, the US Fish and Wildlife Service is
charged with maintaining wetlands at a particular hectare size and requires as associated 125,000 acre-feet of water
to meet this objective (Ise and Sunding 1998). There appear to be two constraints to US Fish and Wildlife Service
carrying out its objective:
• It can only permanently purchase water entitlements, even though irrigators have expressed an interest in dry
season leasing and other temporary strategies; and
• Under state and federal law irrigators can only sell all of their entitlement, not a part of it.
This may partly explain why, seven years after the program was implemented, only 20000 acre-feet of the required
125,000 acre-feet have been purchased.
Many markets in the north-west of the US are characterised by government administratively setting prices, and this
has also limited the extent to which innovative water products have developed.
As well as outright purchase of water entitlements on the water market, a range of derivative trades (such as futures
and options) have emerged in a number of jurisdictions. However, many of these trades are dependent on the ability
to forward commit access to water several seasons ahead (ACIL Tasman 2003). This highlights the extent to which
local rules will govern the development of these types of market products.
For example, in Colarado, the regulatory framework appears to be more facilitative of a greater range of futures and
derivatives transactions. Options have been developed between farmers and urban users to temporarily relinquish
water on an annual basis in the dry seasons. Futures contracts have also been developed, which involve municipalities
paying farmers an annual fee in return for access to their water in a fallow year (often every five years).
Options contracts are also used in Chile, where farmers use them to avoid purchasing and holding large quantities of
water that they may not need. Farmers pay for the option to buy water in the future at a pre-negotiated price in case
of a drought.
There have been a small number of academic studies in the US which have considered the feasibility of “contingent”
or “interruptible” water markets to facilitate transfer of water between agriculture and hydro-electric power and
fish habitat. A study by Hamilton, Whittlesey and Halvorsen (1989) involved considering long term contracts, where
farmers still own the water right, but agree to relinquish a proportion of their rights in low flow years to hydroelectricity generation or for the downstream migration of juvenile salmon. Power produced when stream flows are
above historical minimums, do not attract high prices because it is considered an unreliable electricity source. Hence
the objective is to determine if increasing the level of highly reliable power levels is economically efficient.
Irrigators would keep the water in most years, but would give up some water to maintain stream flows and power
supplies in dry years. This would operate under long term contractual agreements rather than through opportunistic
leasing. They suggest long term contracts of 25 years may produce the greatest hydropower benefits. That is, hydroelectricity generation needs the security of obtaining the water in every year to obtain the higher electricity prices.
While an annual market could be used (through leasing arrangements), Hamilton, Whittlesey and Halverson (1989)
suggest that this would increase transactions costs and expose both participants to income risk.
They take into account that the hydropower benefits are dependent on where the farm providing the water is located
along the river system. The further upstream the greater the value to hydropower, given the number of dams through
which electricity can be generated. This may also be the case for transfers between irrigators and the environment.
They estimate that the hydropower benefits are ten times greater than the estimated agricultural losses.
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Michelsen and Young (1993) make the point that water options markets have been paid little attention in the academic
literature. Their study considered the potential for water transfers between irrigators and non-agricultural users
during a drought. They suggest temporary transfers to the higher valued users in drought periods, while preserving
the water for the lower valued users (agriculture) during normal weather periods may be more economically efficient
than alternatives.
Michelsen and Young (1993) consider the development of an option contract versus the alternative of the outright
purchase of permanent water entitlements. What they factor in to the analysis, which the Hearney, Beare and Hafi
(2004) study does not, is that the water entitlements may appreciate in value, hence reducing the cost of this option.
They conclude, using a case study of Fort Collins, Colorado, that even with high crop prices, options benefits are
greater than the purchase of water rights. They go on to say:
• Only when there are low discount rates and high appreciation of the value of water rights are options not a
preferred alternative;
• Option values increase with increased discount rates;
• As the appreciation rate of water rights increases, the value of the option falls; and
• The more frequently the option is exercised, the lower the option benefit
They do qualify their findings with the statement that options contracts and/or their alternatives may have external or
indirect costs and benefits (for example, secondary economic impacts or environmental impacts) which if quantified,
may influence or change the results. Finally, they have assumed that transactions costs between the alternatives are
the same. Whether this is the case would depend on the design elements of the options contract, particularly how
often the contract is re-negotiated and how the option is exercised.
There has been a small amount of practical experience with these types of transfers in the US. The Metropolitan
Water District proposed purchasing drought options from farmers, with the price based on the estimated agricultural
land rents and a premium to hold the option (Michelsen and Young 1993). The offer was apparently rejected by
farmers, with too low a price being cited as the reason. This highlights the potential benefit of a tender option, where
farmers could have tendered the price they would have been willing to accept to enter into the option contract.
However, this is not historically how exchanges have occurred in California.
Over a decade after Michelsen and Young’s statement, there is still very little analysis of these options in the academic
literature. Further, studies have tended to focus on the potential of transfers between agricultural and hydroelectricity generation or urban use. Given the nature of these two demands, studies have focused on transfers in
low flow years. No studies, apart from Hearney, Beare and Hafi (2004) and English et al (2004) could be found that
considered transfers between irrigation and environmental users. Consequently, no studies have considered the
particular demand patterns between these two users, and the issues associated with transfers of this nature. It may
be that transfers between these types of users may be more complimentary in nature.
Further, even the analysis that has been done has not considered ‘third party’ effects, such as those on regional
communities or the environment. In addition, Brennan (2004) suggests that the allocation of water to the environment
may have an impact on reliability of allocations to irrigators and this needs to be studied in more detail.
In summary, the analysis of the literature indicates that:
• Buybacks are common instruments in a range of markets, including guns and shares but also in a variety of
natural resource management areas;
• Resource rights are variously crafted to limit resource use, and may be specified in terms of limits on inputs or
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processes used in accessing resources, where and when access is allowed, the type and extent of resource that
can be accessed, and so on.
• In most markets buybacks have tended to focus on the outright purchase of rights, rather than the purchase of
temporary use rights or of partial rights;
• Buybacks often use market information to establish fixed prices rather than employing competitive or even price
discriminating purchasing approaches,
• There is some experience overseas with the development of derivatives products in water markets and
nationally with the development of derivatives in energy markets;
• The albeit limited literature shows that targeted buybacks will often be more cost effective than outright
purchase of water entitlements;
• The development of new market instruments focused on the purchase of partial rights is a relatively new
concept in water markets, and has not been considered comprehensively in Australia;
• From the few studies that have been conducted, different market instruments involve varying complexity,
transaction and administrative costs. They also vary in their ability to attract sellers, price discriminate, and to
incorporate non-market factors;
• There is likely to be a trade-off between instrument efficiency with workability and costs; and
• Design issues and local institutional arrangements surrounding markets will have a big impact on their
success.
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3. REVIEW OF IRRIGATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEMANDS FOR WATER
In order to determine the applicability of different market mechanisms to meet both irrigation and environmental
needs, it is important to first gain an understanding of the nature of both these demands. This chapter explores the
demand for water by the irrigation and environment sectors in the Southern Murray Darling Basin.

3.1 Demand for water by the irrigation sector
Irrigated agriculture is by far the largest consumptive user of water in south-eastern Australia. It is estimated that 95
percent of diverted water in the Murray Darling Basin is used for irrigation (MDBMC 2002).
The demand for water for irrigation in south-eastern Australia is primarily for irrigating summer crops. Common
summer crops grown are irrigated rice, pastures to support milk production, cotton and perennial crops such as fruit
trees and grapes. In the southern Murray-Darling Basin, rice, dairy and horticultural industries are the main users
of irrigation water, accounting for a total of 69 per cent of total use (PC 2004). The major source of water is from
stored surface water allocations, as both rainfall and groundwater are not sufficient for crop requirements. Actual
demand for water allocations is dependent on climatic conditions, as well as availability of other water resources and
commodity prices. For example, higher than average rainfall during a growing season will reduce the demand for
irrigation allocations and vice-versa.
The irrigation season typically runs from August each year to mid May the following year. Irrigation allocations are
announced in August, revised each month as conditions change and may not be finalised until the following April. The
revisions take account of the increasing water in storages due to spring inflows. In a wet year, allocations are high
initially and there may be no increase as subsequent announcements are made. However, in a dry year, irrigation
allocations are initially low, reflecting a lack of inflows to storage and the conservative way in which allocations are
made, and may increase over time if inflows increase (see Figure 2).
In the Southern Murray Darling Basin, irrigators hold entitlements that define rights to a specific quantity of water
each irrigation season. The supply reliability of these entitlements varies between jurisdictions and depends on
storage capacity and the inflows each season. In Victoria and South Australia, entitlements are specified in perpetuity
and are likely to be fully met around 96 and 99 years in 100 respectively (personal communication, MDBC, February
2006). In New South Wales, entitlements are currently for 15 years3, being either high security (with similar reliability
to Victoria and South Australia) or general security (likely to be met 75 years out of 100).
Figure 2: NSW Murray irrigation allocation announcements over time Source: data from MDBC, pers comm. 2005
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3 The New South Wales government recently announced that such entitlements will be made perpetual (Knowles 2004 sourced in PC 2004)
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Water allocation policies vary between NSW, Victoria and South Australia. Although New South Wales and Victoria
share River Murray water equally, their water policies are quite different. NSW adopts a less conservative allocation
policy than Victoria. NSW broadly maximizes its water use in each year and carries a minimum amount of water
reserves each year4. Victoria, on the other hand, keeps significant volumes of water in storage each year.
The differences partly reflect the higher proportion of perennial crops grown in Victoria which are dependent on the
Murray in periods of drought. South Australia receives an agreed amount of water from the River Murray each year as
a legal entitlement under the Murray Darling Basin Agreement. Its water allocation policy is also very conservative,
reflecting high levels of perennial crops and the need to meet urban water demands.
Demand for irrigation during the summer months means that the main river systems of the Murray and
Murrumbidgee, which are used to deliver irrigation water, are running at full capacity during this time. In fact,
deliveries to some irrigation regions are limited by physical delivery constraints. In particular, the Barmah-Millewa
Choke is a significant bottleneck in terms of water delivery to downstream irrigation areas along the Murray.
It is well recognised that the south east of Australia is characterised by a mature water sector. Randall, writing over
two decades ago (Randall 1981), considered the Australian water sector as mature, based on the following criteria:
• the long run supply of impounded water is inelastic (that is, there are very few alternative sources of water
available that are not already captured);
• the demand for water is high and growing;
• infrastructure to store and transfer water is ageing;
• competition between users is intense;
• there are a growing number of externalities associated with use; and
• the social cost of increased water use is high.
The water sector in the south-east of Australia meets all these criteria. Urban sector demand is increasing and
greater priority is being given to allocating water for in-stream uses resulting in greater demands than the existing
supply. In fact, in many cases existing water resources have been over-allocated to consumptive users, particularly
irrigators. Externalities associated with the use of water are increasing, with concerns about irrigation salinity and
return flows.
In response to the increasing demand for water, markets that allow trade in water entitlements and the seasonal
allocations have been established in Australia for some time5. These markets provide a mechanism to allow transfer
of water from low to high valued users and hence maximise the economic value of water use. Markets that trade
entitlements allow new irrigation developments to occur, while markets for seasonal allocations allow for greater
flexibility in meeting demands throughout an irrigation season. For example, an irrigator may purchase additional
water to finish a crop or may sell water that is surplus to requirements due to higher than expected rainfall.
Markets to trade both entitlements and seasonal allocations have existed for over a decade in the Southern Murray
Darling Basin. The market for seasonal allocations is quite active, representing about 10-20% per cent of total
allocations over recent years (PC 2004). Trade in entitlements is much lower, averaging about 1-2 per cent of total
allocations (Table 1).

4 However within this policy carryover provisions apply at the individual level for some entitlements
5 Sale of the seasonal allocation has often been called ‘temporary trade’ while sale of water entitlement has often been called ‘permanent trade.’
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Significant variability exists around these averages for both markets in seasonal allocations and entitlements.
For example, the volume of trade in seasonal allocations in Murray Irrigation Area reached nearly 30% in a dry year
(2002/03) and trade in entitlements was more than three times higher than in other years.
Table 1: Ratios of gross trade in seasonal allocations to total allocations, and trade in entitlements to total allocations

Irrigation Region
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%

%
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allocations to total allocations
• Ratio of trade in entitlements to
total allocations
Murray Irrigation Area
• Ratio of trade in seasonal
allocations to total allocations
• Ratio of trade in entitlements to
total allocations
Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District
• Ratio of trade in seasonal
allocations to total allocations
• Ratio of trade in entitlements to
total allocations
Total of these regions
• Ratio of trade in seasonal
allocations to total allocations
• Ratio of trade in entitlements to
total allocations
Source: Productivity Commission 2004, Table A4.

Prices for entitlements reflect the stream of income that can be obtained from the use of the entitlement over its life.
In this respect, prices are relatively stable. However, since markets are segregated within the Basin, and the nature
of entitlements (especially their reliability) differs between the States, prices do vary. The range of recent prices for
common entitlements in the NSW Murray and Victorian irrigation districts are shown in Table 2.
No consistent data was able to be sourced for NSW high security entitlement trades, although anecdotal information
indicates prices around $1,050 / ML Long Term Cap Equivalent (LTCE)6. The high price for these entitlements
compared to general security entitlements is likely to reflect a risk premium and the relative scarcity of these
entitlements, representing only around 11% of all NSW entitlements.
Similarly, data on SA water licenses was not readily available, but anecdotal information indicates prices around
$1,300 / ML or $1,190 LTCE7. Again these entitlements would attract a significant risk premium reflecting their high
reliability.

6 Based on the revised ultimate development Cap Factors (MDBC, personal communication, February 2006
7 Based on the revised ultimate development Cap Factors
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Table 2: Prices for trade in entitlements in the Southern Murray Darling Basin

Entitlement1

Price Range
($/ML)

Average Price
($/ML

Cost per
LTCE2

Cost per
LTCE2

Current
conditions
Cap Factors

Revised ultimate
development Cap
Factors

(Cap factors)

(Cap factors)

NSW Murray
• General Security3

$540-600

$560

$737
(0.76)

$680
(0.8228)

$675-800

$737

$996
(0.74)

$1041
(0.7081)

$900-1350

$1125

$770
(1.46)

$950
(1.184)

$950-1250

$1070

$817
(1.31)

$826
(1.296)

Murrumbidgee
• General Security4

Vic Murray
• Water Right4

Vic Goulburn
• Ratio of trade in seasonal
allocations to total allocations
Source:

BDA group 2006, Table A3.4

Notes:

1. No consistent information was able to be sourced for high security intitlement trades.
2. Current LTCE (Long Term Cap Equivalent) Factors obtained from the Living Murray Business Plan; Revised ‘Ultimate factors from MDBC
3. Based on data for individual trades throughout the 2005 calendar year obtained from MIL web site (assumed general security)
4. Information obtained from MDBC.
5. Obtained from Watermove web site, Greater Goulburn region, 2003/04 and 2004/05.

Prices for trade of seasonal allocation exhibit much higher variability. Actual demand for water allocations is
dependent on climatic conditions, as well as availability of other water resources and commodity prices. If a growing
season has higher than average rainfall, demand for irrigation allocations will be relatively low, and vice-versa. For
example, while the price for water allocations traded in the Murray Irrigation Area has averaged $69/ML over the
seven years to 2004/05, average seasonal prices have ranged from $15 to $228/ML (see Table 3) with individual trade
prices peaking at around $350/ML (in 2002/03 when rainfall was below the 25th percentile and seasonal allocations
only reached 8%).
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Table 3: Prices for trade in seasonal allocations, major irrigation regions in the Southern Murray Darling Basin1

Price Range
($/ML)

Average Price
($/ML

NSW Murray2

$15-228

$69

Murrumbidgee3

$41-200

$125

Vic Goulburn and Murray4

$33-364

$106

Entitlement

Source:

BDA group 2006, Table A3.5

Notes:

1. Insufficient data available to determine price range for SA Murray.
2. Based on Murray Irrigation Limited data for 1998/99 to 2004/05.
3. Based on daily data for 2002-04 trades, obtained from the Productivity Commission.
4. Data obtained from Brennan (2004), for 1998/99 to 2004/05. Greater Goulburn region.

Analysis of water prices in a number of water markets shows that as water is becoming scarcer, markets are
becoming more sophisticated. For example, Brennan (2004) analyses water market data from the last five years of
temporary trade on the Northern Victoria Water Exchange to illustrate the variability in price over time. She used
regression analysis to conclude that because the level of irrigation investment is fixed in the short term, variability in
water prices both within and between seasons is driven by rainfall and water allocations.
For example, as water shortages become known over the season in dry years, buyers and sellers bid prices changed.
Prices increased during October, peaked in February and then declined in late March. In 1998/99, the price was high
in the first few weeks of trading but gradually fell during the season. Brennan (2004) speculates that this may have
been due to greater than expected rainfall, or a greater than expected announcement of water entitlements. The
relationship that she estimated between prices, rainfall and entitlements for the Greater Goulburn irrigation areas is
reproduced in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Relationship between price, allocations and rainfall, Greater Goulburn irrigation areas
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Source: Brennan (2004)
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We have identifies a similar relationship for the NSW Murray Irrigation Area using data on over 600 trade transactions
reported over the 1999/00 to 2002/03 irrigation seasons. Estimated MIL irrigation water demand curves for a range of
rainfall conditions are reported in Figure 4, while more detail the analysis is provided in Appendix 1.
Figure 4: Relationship between traded price, allocations and rainfall, Murray Irrigation Area
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Source: Data obtained from the Productivity Commission (personal communication, January 2006)

Both the analysis for MIL and the Greater Goulburn areas demonstrate similar variability in prices associated with
allocation levels and irrigation season rainfall.

3.2

Demand for water by the environment sector

Water in the Murray River also has value for a wide range of in-stream uses, particularly biodiversity conservation.
There are a diverse spectrum of environmental values associated with the river system, including maintenance of
internationally significant wetlands, forests, native fish and bird breeding.
The natural pattern of flows, which ranged from floods to droughts, created unique flora and fauna in the Basin which
is dependent on these flow patterns to breed and grow. Regulation of the River Murray has resulted in a significant
reduction in flows during the year, particularly in South Australia, and has also affected the seasonal pattern of flows
in many parts of the river. These changes to the pattern and quantity of flows to suit the needs of the irrigation sector,
and to a lesser extent, navigation, have threatened environmental values. An audit of water use in the Murray Darling
Basin a decade ago (MDBMC 1995) showed that river regulation had:
•

increased the frequency of drought like flows;

•

reduced wetland watering;

•

changed the seasonality of flows;

•

resulted in a decline in water quality; and

•

resulted in a significant reduction in the number and health of native flora and fauna.

Regulation has resulted in different impacts along the River Murray. At upstream locations, such as Albury, the most
significant change is to the seasonal pattern of flows. Under current conditions flows are high during the irrigation
months of January to May. Under natural conditions, flows peaked in September and October, and were low in the
summer months (see Figure 5).
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At downstream locations such as the Murray Mouth (Figure 5), there is no significant change to the seasonal pattern
of flows, but a reduction in flows all year round and with no flows in some periods under regulation compared to
natural conditions. This reflects being more distant from the large headwork storages, the many diversions of
releases from these storages along the river and the contribution of unregulated flows from tributaries.
Figure 5: Current and natural ﬂows at Albury and the Murray Mouth

In many cases, this change in the pattern of flows or reduction in flows has threatened environmental values. In
recognition of the potential loss in environmental values associated with regulation, governments have implemented
a range of management changes over the past decade. The major types of initiatives that have been undertaken are
(Gippel 2003):
•

variation of in-channel flow to simulate natural rainfall events;

•

wetland watering to simulate certain flood events (this is by far the most common form of environmental
watering that has been undertaken so far according to Gippel 2003);

•

sediment flushing; and

•

dispersal and suppression of blue-green algal blooms.

There are several environmental assets that have been allocated water entitlements. These include:
•

Barmah-Millewa forests which receives a 100GL allocation each year and an additional 50GL under certain
conditions;

•

Kerang Lakes receive a 27.6 GL of high security water. Allan and Lovett (1997) indicated that the allocation had
only been used three years out of the ten since its introduction in 1987. During 1994, when water was not
required for the environment, some of the water was sold and the funds used to construct on-ground works.

•

Macquarie Marshes received an allocation of 50GL per annum in 1986 and in 1995 this was converted to 50GL
per annum of high security and 75 GL of general security.

In other areas, rather than the allocation of a water entitlement for use by the environmental asset, there have been
changes to operational rules. For example, on the Goulburn River the objective of protecting in-stream ecological
values is met through the maintenance of ‘passing flows’. For example, 120 ML per day is released to protect
environmental assets when the allocation is less than 200% and 250ML/day is released when the allocation is greater
than 200%.
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In the Murray Darling Basin there are a large number of different requirements to protect environmental values. This
reflects the broad range of environmental values associated with river systems. Environmental needs can be broadly
categorised into two types: annual flows which provide a base flow to meet environmental needs and may also be
used as a ‘flushing flow’ to prevent build up of nutrients within river ways.
The second type of flow is aimed at recreating more natural seasonal patterns of flows by flow releases from storages
to enhance natural floods, either increasing their peak or duration (often called “piggybacking” natural floods). The
focus is on increasing the frequency of medium sized floods, as this is the category of floods that have been most
severely affected by river regulation. Further, it is often impossible to affect the duration or peak of extremely large
floods by releases from storages.
For sites where piggybacking natural flood events is the objective, there may be significant variation in the amount
of water required each year. For example, modelling in the 1990’s by the (then) Victorian Department of Natural
Resources and the Environment (Allan and Lovett 1997) showed that there was little value in releasing the 100GL
of water for the Barmah Millewa forests each year. Larger volumes were needed to raise the river high enough to
flood the floodplain wetlands. Instead, it was decided that water would be accumulated each year until there was a
sufficient quantity to “piggyback” on a natural flood event.
In reality, the needs of environmental assets are diverse and complex. There are a large range of vegetation
communities which make up the biodiversity values of river systems – from reeds and rushes in wetlands to River
Red Gum Forests and Black Box communities (for example, see figure 6). Different vegetation communities require
different flood frequencies, duration and timing.
Figure 6: Vegetation communities found in Gunbower Forest

Source: MDBC 2005, page 60

3.3 Comparison of demands for water from the irrigation and environment sectors
Analysis of environmental demands has indicated two distinct types of demand: fixed quantities that are required
annually and more variable quantities that would be used to piggyback natural flood events. For this reason, it is likely
that no single entitlement type (and associated reliability profile) would suit the range of environmental demands.
The focus in this study is on the more variable uncertain types of environmental demand. The extent to which
demands between irrigation and the environment are countercyclical has important implications for the cost of
obtaining water for the environment. All other things being equal, the greater the countercyclical nature of demands
the lower the opportunity cost of sourcing water.
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A range of market mechanisms could be used to meet environmental demands, from purchase of existing rights
(either entitlement or allocation) to purchase of partial rights, such as the use of leasing arrangements and options
contracts. Use of market mechanisms, a priori, has a number of advantages. These include (BDA Group 2003):
•

Greater choice and flexibility provided to both irrigators and environmental mangers;

•

Greater opportunity provided for participation by environmental interests;

•

Water sourcing achieved at lower cost and probably faster;

•

A much lower impact on regional irrigation communities than if water entitlements were permanently
purchased;

•

Reduces the need for storing environmental allocations which may reduce storage space and therefore the

reliability of irrigation allocations; and
•

Incentives are provided for innovation and efficiency improvements.

This is not to say that using market mechanisms to obtain water for the environment is without its challenges.
These include:
•

There are physical ‘bottlenecks’ in the river system which may make it difficult to get water to where it is

required by the environment or may increase its cost;
•

Markets are still developing in the Murray Darling Basin, and one challenge is the large number of water
entitlements that currently exist;

•

Third party issues associated with trading have not been comprehensively addressed within current water

markets, including induced irrigation salinity associated with water trading and implications for infrastructure
utilisation (the issue of ‘stranded assets’); and
•

For market approaches to work there needs to be enough participants to allow competition between sellers. If

not, the costs of market approaches may outweigh the benefits gained from the market transactions.
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4. BUYBACK INSTRUMENTS TO SECURE ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS
Market measures for sourcing water for the Living Murray and other environmental sites involve alternative
purchasing mechanisms which allow the trade of existing water rights from willing sellers, or some part of those
rights. Existing water trading includes both entitlements and seasonal allocations made under those entitlements.
Purchasing partial water rights involves entering into (usually contractually based) arrangements with entitlement
holders for the use of some water available under their entitlements or allocations, under agreed terms and
conditions. These purchasing instruments are often termed derivatives.
In this section, the available market measures are introduced along with comment on broad implications from their
use. More detailed consideration of their relative merits and an assessment of how they perform for a case study
environmental demand is presented later in the report.

4.1 Purchasing existing rights
Water markets for trade of entitlements and allocations in water have been operating in the southern Murray Darling
Basin for some time.

Purchase of entitlements
Water entitlements could be purchased providing a volume of water each year commensurate with allocations under
the entitlements. Subject to the reliability of allocations under the entitlements, the purchase of entitlement would
ensure environmental water would be available in perpetuity. As these entitlements and trade rules already exist,
water could be sourced relatively quickly for use in meeting the watering needs of environmental assets.
To the extent that environmental watering needs did not match allocations under the entitlements held, there may
be water in excess to those needs in some years and a shortfall in others. This could be overcome to the extent that
water could be carried over for use in future years (any associated third party impacts would need to be carefully
considered and managed) or traded on markets for allocations.

Purchase of allocations
An alternative is the purchase of seasonal allocations in the market to source water in the years that water is needed.
Purchases could be aligned to potentially variable environmental watering demands and would support an adaptive
management approach. However this approach would not provide longer term water rights for environmental
purposes, and hence necessitate ongoing budget support. Moreover, the potentially large quantities that may be
needed in some years may be difficult to access on short notice and may lead to greater price fluctuations on water
markets.

4.2 Purchasing derivatives (partial rights)
A range of derivative products have been suggested in the current policy debate that may better suit the variable
watering needs of the environment. Derivatives involve securing partial rights to water entitlements and include
leaseback arrangements, covenants and options contracts.
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Leaseback
Leaseback arrangements involve the purchase of an entitlement and then the ‘leasing’ of some water allocations
under the entitlements to other parties under predetermined conditions (‘triggers’) and period. The shorter the
duration of the lease the more suited the instrument to adaptive management. However where the environmental
purchaser holds the leasehold interest rather than the entitlement itself, the arrangement would not provide
permanent environmental water, unless it was agreed that a very long term lease was adequate to be considered
sufficiently permanent (eg; 99 year lease8).
Leasebacks could be crafted in two ways:
•

Environmental leaseback – where an entity on behalf of government (the ‘environmental purchaser’) buys
entitlements and leases some water available under the entitlement to irrigators; or

•

Irrigator leaseback – Irrigators lease some water available under their existing entitlements to the
environmental purchaser

Leases would establish a transfer of water for the environment for the duration of the lease. In principle, leases could
be crafted to secure only that water that is required for environmental purposes. In situations when the environmental
demand can be anticipated and linked to a clear ‘trigger’, this type of instrument may perform well.
The key difference between an environmental and irrigator leaseback is in which party holds the entitlement. Holding
the entitlement will provide a hedge against future supply uncertainty or new demands for water. Accordingly,
irrigators would generally favour the irrigator leaseback, while purchases on behalf of the environment would
be expected to prefer the environmental leaseback. Lease prices would reflect the relative strengths of these
preferences.

Covenants
An alternative means to effect a permanent transfer of water for environmental use is through the purchase of
entitlement, placing a ‘covenant’ (i.e; condition) on the entitlement that prevents its use in certain circumstances (eg;
when allocations are over 70%), and then re-selling the entitlement.
This is similar in nature to a revolving fund and covenanting schemes9 which operate in the land market to promote
biodiversity conservation (such as the Trust for Nature). Covenants involve a change to the use rights available under
an entitlement which remains in perpetuity (although provision for change at Ministerial discretion can be included).
In the context of water entitlements, this approach would essentially create new classes of entitlements with
different access conditions. Water that would have been available under the original entitlement but not under the
new entitlement would effectively be transferred to environmental uses. These instruments would work similar to
leaseback arrangements in that the entitlement changes would mimic the leaseback triggers. While providing a
permanent transfer of water for environmental use, this approach would provide less flexibility than the leaseback
approach.
Each State has provisions allowing conditions to be imposed at the Minister’s discretion, without those conditions
needing to be specified in the relevant water plan. However to ensure ongoing protection and smooth operation of
a covenanted condition, legislative amendment may be preferable. This would also ensure the change is captured
in each State’s water registry and that there would be effective mechanisms for enforcement. It would also ensure

8 The capacity of State legislation to accomodate a long term lease, up to 99 years, for example, would need to be confirmed.
9 With an initial capital allocation, these schemes purchase and then resell properties (with covenants), which in turn provides funding for further purchases.
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that the environmental manager had legal right to take the water represented by the allocation and use it for
environmental purposes.

Options
The development of options contracts has also been proposed as an alternative method to obtain water. Options
contracts are contractual arrangements between parties that specify who has the right (but not the obligation) to
water under certain conditions (the ‘trigger’). Options generally involve the payment of an upfront fee (the ‘premium’)
and then another fee (the ‘exercise price’) if and when the party holding the right to the option chooses to exercise
that right. The two basic types of option contracts are ‘call’ and ‘put’ options. Alternative options that could be crafted
were canvassed by ABARE10 and include:
•

Environmental call option – here the environmental manager buys the right to use (some) water allocated to an
irrigator under the irrigators entitlement when the trigger is met;

•

Environmental put option - here the environmental manager has the right to sell water allocated to the
environment under entitlements held by the environmental manager when the trigger is met;

•

Irrigator call option – here the irrigator buys the right to use water held under entitlement by the
environmental manager when the trigger is met; and

•

Irrigator put option - here the irrigator buys the right to sell water allocations held under their entitlements
when the trigger is met.

Under the irrigator options, it is the irrigator who purchases the right to determine whether a trade will occur once a
trigger event arises. Accordingly, the irrigator options are not suited to the context of environmental flow buybacks as
the Environmental Manager, on behalf of governments, would not have control as to when the options were exercised
and therefore loses the flexibility to meet infrequent and uncertain environmental demands. ABARE also considered
the environmental put option unsuitable where the environmental manager was a representative of the government
issuing the water entitlements that were the subject of the option contracts. This was because a government may be
perceived as engaging in anti-competitive behaviour where triggers were tied to announced irrigation allocations.
Environmental call options would be well suited to meeting irregular and uncertain environmental watering demands
and adaptive management more broadly. Part of this flexibility would be provided through limiting the term of options
contracts (ie; the number of years it would be in force). This however may necessitate ongoing budget support and
would not provide permanent environmental water.
Water would be available in a timely manner without the need for government to ‘stand’ in water markets. Irrigators
would retain the entitlements (and hedge against supply risk this would offer) and ongoing infrastructure costs in the
delivery system would remain the responsibility of the entitlement holder.
Whilst some irrigators almost certainly would implement options type arrangements now, options traded openly in
the market would however represent a new product and need developmental work before they could be used. Notably,
the enforcement of options would need to be through private contractual agreement, as currently there is no provision
in the States’ water legislation to enforce an option. Statutory amendment would be preferable to properly support
the operation of options.

10 Hafi, Beare, Heaney and Page (2005)
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4.3 Triggers and timing
A crucial part of the design of market instruments such as derivatives products is the trigger that will activate the
contract to provide water to the environment. A distinction is made in this study between triggers written in the
contract – which are called management triggers, and the trigger upon which the water provided would be released
from storages. A management trigger is likely to occur early in the season and the release trigger could occur
months later. This study is concerned only with the management triggers that will form part of the contract.
An effective management trigger would accurately predict the season during which the water is required, hence
reducing the number of times that the option was activated but not required. However, the trigger doesn’t need
to be instantaneous to the needs of the environment, because the water can be stored during the season until the
appropriate time for its release (triggered by some other phenomenon).
There are a range of triggers that could be used, including triggers related to river flow, irrigation allocation, rainfall
and composite indicators derived from storage levels. For example, a trigger could be developed based on irrigation
allocations reaching a certain level at a particular point during the irrigation season – say when irrigation allocations
were over 90 percent at 1 October each year. Another trigger that could be used is rainfall at a site within the
irrigation region. For example, when rainfall reached a certain level, relative to historic levels, the contract to provide
water would be activated. There are a number of composite indexes that could be developed to trigger an options
contract. A trigger could be developed based on the available water in a number of storages within the river system.
For example, the Sydney Futures Exchange, in collaboration with State Water, has developed a Murray Storage Index
which includes 5 water storages in three valleys (Sydney Futures Exchange 2005). The index is calculated daily, as the
sum of active storage, in each storage, over the total active storage.
Each trigger will perform differently in terms of how it meets environmental and irrigator needs. Each trigger needs
to be defined as a quantity or percentile threshold either at a particular point in time or during a window of time.
Further, some types of triggers may require a sequence of events to occur. For example, a flow trigger may require a
certain level of flows to occur over a continuous period of days, within a window of time.
Selecting the value for the trigger upon which to write either an options or leaseback contract is a crucial element to
its success. Given the early stage of development of environmental demand and the lack of experience with options
contracts the best approach is likely to be defining short contract periods, so that contracts can be redesigned as
more experience is gained.
Another important element of contract design is determining the timing upon which the trigger would be activated
to the satisfaction of both parties. Many triggers can be postulated at different times within the year. The longer the
time between the trigger date and the time the water is used the better for the water manager, because there is time
to plan the water release to obtain maximum benefit. However, the longer the time between the point at which the
contract is exercised and the release of the water, the greater the chance of error. Longer planning times also are
likely to suit irrigators, who then have sufficient time to plan their planting needs for the upcoming irrigation season.
However, if the time period is too long, there is very little indication of what the upcoming irrigation season will be
like, with the result that planning becomes meaningless.
In developing a trigger there is also the need to consider the potential for sovereign risk. From an irrigator’s point of
view, entering into a contract of this nature will only be attractive if there is the transparency in the decision making
process for the trigger. For example, a trigger based on irrigation allocations that are developed and announced by
State governments contains sovereign risk to irrigators. Hence a trigger that is based on a natural phenomenon is
more likely to be accepted by irrigators (and this is considered in Section 6).
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Finally, there is the issue of how frequently a trigger is met but the water is subsequently not needed for the
environmental asset, because in the meantime the conditions have changed. Or, alternatively, there will be times
when the trigger would not be met but water subsequently could have been used for the environmental asset,
because conditions have changed. If these risks are not managed effectively so that they are reduced, the cost of
signing an options contract for either party may be prohibitive.

5. THE LIVING MURRAY – A CASE STUDY
5.1 Selection and characterisation of environmental demands
In November 2003 southern Murray-Darling Basin jurisdictions committed $500 million over five years to reduce
water over-allocation in the Murray-Darling Basin. The initial focus of the Living Murray Environmental Watering
Plan11 will be achieving specific environmental outcomes for six significant ecological assets along the River Murray.
These specific outcomes were listed in an attachment to the First Step decision (Appendix 2).
The indicative water sourcing targets referred to in the Intergovernmental Agreement have been developed to guide
the preparation of water sourcing measures. The indicative targets provide for approximately 500 gigalitres (GL) of
“new water” for the environment to be sourced over a period of five years.
The environmental watering needs vary across the six icon sites, but can be broadly categorised into two types:
•

annual demands to provide a base flow to maintain in-stream amenities; and

•

irregular demands for a variety of floodplain watering events.

Relatively constant amounts of water are required each year in order to provide base flows, particularly in the
Coorong. To enhance watering of off-river wetlands and forests the focus is generally on increasing the frequency,
peak and duration of medium sized floods, as this is the category of floods that have been most severely affected by
river regulation. This “piggybacking” of natural floods may be required anywhere between one in 2 to one in 10 years,
depending on the size of flood that is targeted and the biotic response sought that requires watering (eg. healthy
vegetation, waterbird breeding events).
Much more variable quantities of water are required to piggyback flood events as is demonstrated in the following
graph (Figure 7). The figure depicts a time series of business as usual (BAU) daily river flows, at a particular point
along the river, just upstream of the environmental asset. The river flow trigger is defined as the flow level at which
releases would be made to provide water to the environmental asset. In the diagram, under BAU flows, the trigger is
met five times.

11 This plan was referred to in the Intergovernmental Agreement as the Basin Environmental Water Plan.
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Figure 7: Stylised graph of how targeted environmental releases could be made to increase the peak or duration of ﬂood
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The objective of releases made when the trigger is met is to increase the peak or duration of natural flood events.
The impact of the releases on river flow is shown by the green dotted lines in the figure above. There is also an upper
flow cut-off. If this flow level is reached, no releases are made as at this flow level the natural flood is so large that
there would be no additional environmental benefit gained from the releases. In the diagram above, there is one such
instance where this occurs.
As can be seen from the graph, releases made to meet environmental demands both lengthen the tail end of a
natural flood event or lengthen the peak of the flood.
The nature of the environmental demands for the six icon sites is illustrated in Figure 8. The figure shows the broad
range in frequency and likely volumes required at each of the sites. For the River Murray Channel, it is likely that
small volumes are required just about every year. At the other extreme, it is likely that the Chowilla Floodplain will
require large volumes very infrequently (probably only one in ten years). Chowilla and the Barmah Millewa Forests
are likely to receive water from overbank flows while most of the other sites will receive water through purpose built
channels. Those sites requiring overbank flows are likely to require larger volumes of water than sites where water is
delivered through purpose built channels.
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Figure 8: Indicative environmental water demands from Icon Sites12
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The quantity of water available to meet the six environmental demands is dependent on the extent to which the
demands at different sites are complementary and the degree of river connectivity. The MDBC (2005) assess that
there is some connectivity between sites, but is yet unclear as to what extent. The extent to which water can be reused between sites will depend on how much is ‘consumed’ at each site and the timing of needs at different sites. It is
also known that the demands at upstream sites are different to those downstream.
Finally, as indicated, the quantity required varies significantly depending on whether releases need to be provided
over-bank or can be delivered directly to the environmental site through the construction of new pipes or channels.
A significant part of The Living Murray Initiative is to investigate the need for new structures in order to be able to
deliver water more effectively and efficiently to the ecological assets. Without some changes to structures much
larger environmental allocations will be required to meet the ecological needs of the sites.

5.2

Postulating the environmental demand

A major part of the Living Murray is to progressively more clearly define the environmental demand for water to
achieve the First Step outcomes. Each environmental demand needs to be defined in terms of the number of years
in which water is needed, timing and volume of the flow releases, duration of the release and the trigger flow for the
release.
While significant analysis is still required to characterise the environmental demands at the icon sites, the Living
Murray is still probably the most information rich site in south eastern Australia. The river systems in this region have
been modelled in detail and the environmental demands have been described in at least preliminary terms. For this
reason, one of the six icon sites, Gunbower Koondrook-Perricoota Forests has been selected for our case study.
It is our understanding from the MDBC that infrastructure works will be built at the site in order to deliver water
direct to the wetlands through purpose built channels rather than through ‘overbank’ flows. This will significantly
reduce the volume of water required in the future to meet environmental demands.
As the purpose of this study is not to prescribe how any particular environmental demand should be met, we have
chosen to investigate instruments that could meet environmental watering needs at Gunbower via overbank flows
rather than the proposed delivery through new channels.

12 Source: Information obtained from the Foundation Report on the significant ecological assets targeted in the First Step Decision, MDBC (2004). The figure is
only for illustrative purposes and for a number of the sites there will be a range of watering demands across diverse ecological communities.
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5.3 ‘New’ water required to meet the environmental demand
In consultation with the MDBC, an environmental demand has been hypothesised for analysis in this study based on
the Gunbower Koondrook-Perricoota Forests icon site. One part of the environmental demand at this site is studied,
that associated with wetlands. The objective is to restore medium sized floods to the environment on average every
two years by “piggybacking” natural flood events in late winter, spring or early summer using overbank flows. As
indicated earlier, the demand scenario that has been used in this study is not indicative of the volumes likely to
be sourced for Gunbower, as the construction of new channels is planned to deliver water directly to the wetland.
However, this demand is representative of other sites in south-eastern Australia where overbank flows are used to
deliver water to wetlands.
The volume of water required to meet the environmental objectives was determined by assessing river flows just
upstream of the site over an 85 year period. For each year it was assessed whether the trigger river flow level of
25,000ML/day was reached during the August to December window of opportunity for watering. The additional water
required to maintain flows at these trigger levels for one month was then calculated. The volumes required per year
to minimise overall volumes of new water whilst achieving the targeted watering of on average 1 year in 2, and for the
required duration and timing are depicted in Figure 9.
As indicated in the graph the environmental demand at this site for ‘new’ water is infrequent and varies significantly
over time. The average quantity of water required is 22GL, with a peak of about 310GL. Seventy five per cent of the
time no additional water is required.
Importantly, the distribution of watering years has not been questioned, so that while an average 1 year in 2 watering
is achieved, there is a period where the new water allows a watering event each year for six years, while there are
other periods where no watering event may occur for five years. The implications of either wet or dry sequences
for the environmental objectives being targeted should be considered and built into water sourcing strategies. On
occasion this may lead to larger volumes of water (at potentially a higher cost) having to be sourced as water must
piggyback smaller flood events. On the other hand and as will be shown in our case study findings, the flexibility to
miss some waterings can lead to large costs savings.
Figure 9: Volume of additional environmental water required each year for the case study site
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The short run demand for irrigation water estimated in Section 3.1 for the two case study regions are drawn upon
to estimate opportunity costs. These relationships allow analysis in finer detail than has been done to date on how
different market instruments may perform within a season. It is assumed in this analysis that water can be sourced
from both the NSW and Victorian Murray irrigation regions. Combined, these represent about 40 per cent of water
use for irrigation in the Southern Murray Darling Basin. Water entitlement in the NSW Murray is 1877Gl and in the
Victorian Murray is 1656GL (MDBC, personal communication, February 2006). Hence, in all scenarios, it is assumed
that 53% of the water is sourced from NSW Murray and 47% from the Victorian Murray.

5.4 Analysis of alternative buyback instruments to source the new water
The objective of the analysis is to determine how effective and efficient different buyback instruments are at meeting
environmental demands.
To analyse each of the instruments, output from the MDBC model of river management, MSM-Bigmod was used.
MSM is a monthly model which models the river delivery system and BIGMOD, which has recently been linked to
MSM, is the Commission’s daily flow and salinity routing model. Both models run over 109 years of historical climate
data (from 1891 to 2000).
For given operational rules, water allocation policies or salinity management strategies and a certain level of
irrigation development, the model outputs the probability of water restriction, the expected pattern of flows, storage
levels and river salinities. The model also outputs monthly announced irrigation allocations and storage levels.
Rainfall data for Leeton and Echuca over the period 1915 – 1999 was obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology. Thus
for each scenario analysed, 85 years of river flows, irrigation allocations and rainfall were used to estimate how each
instrument would perform in meeting the postulated environmental demand.
Six alternative market purchasing scenarios are considered. These have all been raised as potential scenarios in the
current policy debate. The six water sourcing scenarios considered are:
1. purchase of entitlement only ;
2. purchase allocations required each year;
3. purchase of entitlement and trade in allocation;
4. purchase of entitlement with a range of different carryover provisions;
5. options or leaseback contracts; and
6. a portfolio approach, that is, a mix of instruments.
For each of the scenarios described above, the volumes of water required to deliver different levels of environmental
effectiveness was calculated. The analysis focuses on the opportunity cost of water sourced under each scenario
(see Box 2).
Other costs such as the administrative costs of trading entitlements or allocations have not been included, nor
have the costs to environmental managers in developing instruments or to irrigators in developing market bids and
alternative water management strategies. Accordingly, option fees (or ‘premiums’) that irrigators would require to
enter into option contracts have not been incorporated into identified costs – only the opportunity cost of water to
irrigators when, and only when, options are triggered (the ‘exercise’ price).
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5.4.1 Entitlement purchase
One commonly proposed scenario for water sourcing is the purchase of entitlements on the water market without
any subsequent trading of allocations under the entitlements or purchase of allocations opportunistically to meet
peak watering demands. While the time profile of allocations under alternative entitlements provides some variation
with which to align water availability and environmental demand, irrigation entitlements have generally been framed
to provide sizable allocations each year. Therefore entitlement purchases may provide an effective means to source
water for say maintaining in-stream base flows, but will be poorly aligned to more variable environmental demands
such as in our case study.
Figure 10 demonstrates that to meet the case study environmental demand about half the time, some 75GL of
entitlement are required to be purchased. To meet progressively higher environmental demands entitlement
holdings need to be expanded at an increasing rate. So for example, entitlement holdings to move from meeting the
environmental demand 95% of the time to 100% of the time requires holdings to increase from about 240GL to 310GL.
Figure 10: Entitlement purchase (no trade in allocations)
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Based on current entitlement prices, the budget cost to hold entitlements such that allocations under those
entitlements would always be sufficient to meet the environmental demand would be in excess of $200 million. In
addition, Figure 11 demonstrates that additional funding for incremental increases in entitlement holdings may not
always deliver additional environmental benefits because of the peakiness in environmental demand at this site.
Figure 11: Cost versus effectiveness of entitlement purchase (no trade in allocations)
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Quantities of entitlement purchased could be significantly reduced if environmental demands in the few years with
high requirements were not met. Alternatively, greater efficiencies could be achieved if the water could be utilised at
other environmental sites when not required at this site. However the strategy of meeting environmental demands at
the case study site only through entitlement purchase is simply ineffective due to the huge variability in the quantity of
water required each year.
It should be noted that the opportunity cost of such an approach would be significantly less than the budget cost
indicated. Despite not allowing the trading of allocations under the environmental entitlements, the unused
allocations would serve to increase storage levels between years and hence serve to increase future allocations under
all entitlements, including irrigation entitlements.

5.4.2 Purchase of seasonal allocations
Given the large variation in water required each year at this site, and the fact that in many years no water is required
at all, a more efficient instrument may be to purchase water on the allocations market when it is needed.
To assess the opportunity cost of sourcing water through markets for seasonal allocations, a model of the price of
water allocations throughout irrigation seasons was estimated through regression techniques based on observed
price, allocation and rainfall data for Murray Irrigation Limited (see Appendix 1 for a description of the regression
equation). A similar relationship estimated by Brennan (2004) was used to identify prices for allocation purchases
from the Victorian Murray irrigation region (see Section 3).
Given the broad scoping analysis sought here, we have in the first instance assumed that water could be purchased
in required volumes from these irrigation regions when needed at prevailing ‘market’ prices. The impact on market
prices of introducing a new buyer of large quantities of allocations, often early in irrigation seasons, has been
incorporated into the analysis to ensure that the full opportunity cost of water is identified.
The analysis summarised in Figure 12 demonstrates that there is no cost in many years because water is simply not
required, while the highest cost in any one year was estimated to be $22 million. Over the 85 year simulation period
the average cost in nominal terms is estimated to be $1.5 million.
Due to the large volumes required in some years, price impacts of up to 17% in NSW Murray and 11% in the Victorian
Murray (see Figure 13) were estimated, although price impacts in most years where purchases were made were less
than 10 per cent.
Figure 12: Purchase of allocations when needed – cost per year inclusive of price effects
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The average volume of water that would need to be sourced to meet the environmental demand at this site represents
about 3.5 per cent of entitlements in the two buyback regions. This compares to the trading of some 10 to 20% of
allocations in these regions in recent years. However in peak years, the volumes needed to meet the environmental
demand would be up to 9% of allocations in those years, and typically needed in August when announced allocations
are generally lower than final allocations.
Figure 13: Purchase allocations when needed – price impacts on water markets
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Accordingly, it may be difficult to source necessary volumes in some years, particularly given the short time available
between when an environmental watering trigger may be activated and the time when releases would need to be
made. This problem would be compounded if environmental managers were also seeking to source water for other
environmental sites at the same time.
For these reasons, this scenario is not likely to be a feasible option for obtaining the large and irregular volumes of
water required at this site.

5.4.3 Entitlement purchase with trading
A more workable alternative may be the purchase of some entitlements whose allocations are sold in years when
not required. Depending on the quantity purchased and profile of seasonal allocations, additional water could be
purchased on the seasonal allocations market when needed to meet environmental demands.
In most cases at this site, the environmental manager will know early in the irrigation season if water is not required,
and hence can sell surplus allocations throughout the season in order to maximise returns. However, for illustrative
purposes in this study, the December irrigation allocation is used to determine a selling price and hence opportunity
cost. December was considered as a midway point in the season, when final allocations are often known, so the
analysis will give an ‘average’ estimate of costs and revenues.
The costs and revenues from alternative entitlement purchasing / allocation trading strategies to meet the
environmental watering needs are illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 14:Trading allocations - costs and revenues
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As larger volumes of entitlement are purchased, then the need for purchasing seasonal allocations falls and the
environmental manager effectively becomes a regular seller of water allocations each year. Although the different
combinations effectively result in the same water being transferred from irrigation use for environmental use,
because of differences in how water markets value seasonal allocations and entitlements and respond to the trading
actions of the environmental manager, the overall cost varies.
That is, as described in Box 2, the cost-effectiveness of purchasing entitlements relative to allocations depends
on several factors. In the context of our case study, entitlements initially represent good value for money for the
environmental manager, however at a point this reverses and additional entitlement purchases serve to increase
overall budget costs.
The (net present value) budget cost of an entitlement holding and active allocation trading is minimised with an
entitlement holding of about 8GL at a cost of around $19 million. Purchasing an entitlement holding of greater than
400 GL would incur a cost of around $25 million.
With this buyback strategy, governments are also likely to be interested in identifying differences between
combinations that minimise overall costs with combinations that are self-financing beyond the initial entitlement
purchases. That is, what quantity of entitlements would mitigate the need for subsequent budget support as the
revenue from selling allocations becomes sufficient to meet allocation purchases? In our case study this would be
achieved at an entitlement holding of about 25 GL.
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Box 2: The opportunity cost of water sourced for environmental purposes
The opportunity cost of water sourced for use as environmental flows should be reflected in the prices at which
water trades, which in turn should reflect its marginal value to irrigated agriculture, as irrigation entitlements
have represented virtually all water sold on water markets along the Murray in recent years.
As noted earlier, prices for seasonal allocations vary considerably reflecting expectations of seasonal
conditions, entitlement allocations, commodity prices, and so on. Entitlement prices reflect longer term
expectations and are broadly the net present value of anticipated allocations and seasonal prices for those
allocations. However entitlement prices may diverge from this summation of potential revenues from selling
allocations under an entitlement due to risk preferences.
So for example, entitlement values could be discounted where market participants perceived there to be a
(negative) element of sovereign risk – that is, a chance that governments may lessen entitlement rights and
hence their worth. Alternatively, entitlement prices may attract a premium where irrigators placed a ‘hedging’
value on it given perceived supply threats, such as from climate change.
Based on our data on entitlement and allocation prices, and historical allocation profiles, we have estimated
that the internal rate of return on the purchase of one ML of entitlement is around 6% in both the NSW and
Victorian Murray regions. If the opportunity cost of capital were 7%, then this suggests irrigators are paying a
premium to hold entitlements.
In this study we have assumed governments are risk neutral and face an opportunity cost of capital of 7%.
Therefore sourcing water through the purchase of allocations will, all other things equal, be cheaper than
through the purchase of entitlements.
However the position can be reversed, as it is in our case study, due to the timing and extent of actual water
purchases and sales. If the profile of purchases is skewed by large early expenditures and/or by price effects
when purchasing large quantities of allocations, the net present value of a trading approach may exceed
that of holding at least some entitlements whose market price was based on expectations of irrigator to
irrigator trading.
Of relevance to this study, is that environmental managers should modify their purchasing patterns to take
advantage of any differences in their risk preferences and those of other water market participants, but also
with consideration of potential price effects of their trading activity.
However the small holdings of entitlements identified to minimise overall budget costs means large quantities of
allocations still must be purchased on allocations markets in peak years, raising doubts as to the workability of this
strategy. Indeed peak volumes required differ little than under the previous scenario where there was a total reliance
on allocation purchases, with the same challenge of sourcing allocations over a short period of time early in the
season.
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5.4.4 Entitlement purchase with carryover provisions
As described in Box 3, both general security irrigation entitlements and some environmental allocations are subject
to carry-over provisions. The Barmah-Millewa Forest environmental allocation is made up of 100GL of high security
entitlement, with an additional 50 GL of general security entitlement provided in 80 out of 100 years (MDBC 2005).
However up to 700GL is able to be carried over in storage - for example, 150 GL allocated in the current year and 550
GL in storage)13. Arrangements like that for the Barmah-Millewa Forest allocation allow much larger quantities of
water to be built up in storage which suit environmental sites where there are high peaks in demand.
This scenario considers the implications for our case study of allowing unused allocations to be carried over to the
following year with the same rules that apply to the Barmah-Millewa Forest environmental allocation. That is, up to
four and a half times the environmental entitlement is able to be held in storage and carried forward to the following
year.
Having access to these carryover provisions significantly reduces the entitlements and cost required to meet
environmental demands. For example, for the case where environmental demands are met 80% of the time, the
volumes that need to be held are reduced by around 75% and the purchase cost falls from $129m to $31m. However,
carryover provisions also result in third party impacts on irrigation allocations.
Whereas unused allocations under environmental entitlement holdings (scenario 1) are effectively carried forward
and shared by all users in the following year, unused allocations within an environmental carryover arrangement
(scenario 4) are carried over exclusively for environmental use. And because the carryover limit is greater than the
annual allocation, carryovers serve to reduce storage capacity available to other users.

13 Additional arrangements include conditions attached to when Hume Reservoir spills and also to amounts that can be overdrawn by the environment. These are
not considered in this analysis.
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Box 3: Carryover provisions
Both general security irrigation entitlements in NSW and some environmental allocations are subject to
carryover provisions. For example, in the Murray irrigation area since 1997/98 30% of licensed general security
entitlement on average was able to be carried over each year14. In 2004-05 unused allocations could be carried
over up to 50% of entitlements. However the extent to which carryovers can be accessed in following years
depends upon announced allocation levels, with full access not possible once allocations exceed 100%15.
Under the Victorian “Goulburn Murray Water Recovery Package” the new lower reliability entitlement
transferred to the environment will be able to be used over an extended period up to the end of December in the
following water year. This is a limited form of carryover.
Different carryover provisions are provided for the Barmah-Millewa Forest environmental allocation (MDBC
2005b). The Barmah allocation is a ‘rules based’ allocation specific only to Barmah and cannot be traded. The
carryover provisions for the existing Barmah-Millewa Forest environmental allocation (MDBC 2005b) allow up
to 3.5 times the allocation to be carried over in storage for example16. This allows several years’ allocation to be
built up in storage which can then be released at one time to piggy-back a natural flood event.
Carryover provisions provide significant benefits to the environmental manager. However, if large proportions
of environmental water entitlements are able to be carried over this will affect the reliability of entitlements
for other users, particularly general security entitlement holders. However, in the case of Barmah-Millewa, a
system of ‘borrowing’ has been introduced with irrigators that effectively reduce the potential for impacts on
reliability of allocations. That is, NSW water users can borrow when their general security allocations are less
than 30%, and from that point onwards, the water that has been borrowed needs to be returned17.
Carryover provisions vary by irrigation area in NSW and there are no individual carryover provisions for irrigation
entitlements in Victoria (although Victoria has a policy of allocating water right in the current year, then water
right in the next year – effectively a system carryover – and then sales water in the current year). If carryover
provisions are introduced for environmental entitlements, and trade was permitted in these entitlements, the
issue of how the differences in carryover provisions are treated would need to be resolved

Figure 15 shows estimated impacts on irrigation allocations of the 4.5 times carryover where entitlements are
purchased to meet environmental demands 80% of the time. The impact on irrigation allocations in the NSW
Murray has been estimated at up to 6 per cent and slightly more in the Victorian Murray at about 7 percent. An
‘order-of-magnitude’ estimate of the opportunity cost of reducing storage capacity available to irrigators is some
$30 million (in net present value terms)18.

14 The data used to obtain the average carryover quantity was recovered from DIPNR, personal communication, November 2005.
15 DIPNR 2004, Water Allocation Plan for the Murray and Lower Darling River Valleys for 2004-05.
16 Additional arrangements include conditions attached to when Hume Reservoir spills and also to amounts that can be overdrawn by the environment. These
are not considered in this analysis.
17 Personal communication, MDBC, February 2006.
18 This estimate is based on simple rules about carryover, and assumes that the impact on allocations is equally shared between NSW and Victoria. In reality,
it is likely that this would not be the case given differences in allocation and storage policies by these states. In addition, the analysis does not take into
account that in some years the environmental account may exceed 4.5 times and therefore provide a positive carryover to irrigators. As such, the indicated cost
should only be interpreted as broadly indicative of potential impacts.
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Figure 15: Impact of environmental carryover rules on NSW and VIC allocations (environmental demand met 80% of the time)
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Importantly, as environmental entitlement holdings are increased to ensure watering needs are met, the frequency
with which the carryover allowance is exceeded will also increase. This is shown in Figure 16 for our case study site
and 4.5 times carryover rule.
When the carryover allowance is likely to be exceeded, the environmental manager would either have to call on some
allocations and use it for non-targeted environmental purposes, look to sell the water on allocations markets or incur
a ‘loss’ (with any of this water not spilling being shared by entitlement holders in the following year).
Figure 16: Purchase entitlements and allow carryover – trade-off carryover being exceeded & environmental demand met
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To manage this problem government could seek to identify carryover rules better tailored to the specific
environmental water account. Figure 17 illustrates the differences in volumes required to meet environmental
demands with different carryover provisions. For example, with a carryover at twice the entitlement, about 130GL is
required to meet environmental demand 100% of the time; this reduces to 90GL if total holdings are set at 3 times
entitlement; 65GL if set at 4 times and 60GL if set at 5 times the entitlement.
Clearly, larger carryover allowances provide greater flexibility for environmental managers and facilitate smaller
entitlement holdings. However third party impacts will increase as carryover provisions do, particularly impacting
general security entitlement holders. In the case of the Barmah-Millewa environmental allocation, a system of
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‘borrowing’ has been introduced with irrigators that effectively reduces the potential for impacts on the reliability of
allocations. That is, NSW consumptive water users can borrow the environmental holding when their general security
allocations are less than 30%, and from that point onwards, the water that has been borrowed needs to be returned
(often around 300GL)19. As environmental water accounts become larger and more complex, market trading is likely to
replace such borrowing arrangements.
Figure 17: Purchase entitlements and allow carryover – tradeoffs with different carryover provisions
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For our case study site, flexible carryover provisions are not sufficient to make the establishment of an environmental
holding of entitlements sufficiently workable without trading some allocations between the infrequent environmental
watering demand peaks. And given the still large quantities of allocations that would frequently need to be sold,
this would have the same drawbacks as the trading regime considered under scenario 3 (entitlement purchase and
allocation trading).

5.4.5 Use of options or leaseback
This scenario considers the (sole) use of a single option or leaseback contract design to meet the environmental
watering demand at our case study site. These instruments are being actively investigated as it is thought that they
offer a more workable means to meet irregular and often opportunistic watering needs. A leaseback contract is
similar to an options contract except that when the trigger is met, the environmental manager is required to take the
water.
A crucial component of these instruments is the trigger upon which the option or leaseback is activated. There are
a variety of triggers that could be used and in our analysis we have explored three types - irrigation allocations, a
storage index and rainfall in the buyback regions. Because the environmental demand is most often in August at this
site, it is assumed that the options or leaseback trigger would be assessed on 1 August each year.
In the context of our case study we found our simple option and leaseback instruments to have significant drawbacks
due to the frequent need for small volumes of water as well as infrequent need for very large quantities, which
collectively do not exhibit a strong counter-cyclical characteristic with irrigation water demands. Therefore triggers
would need to be set at levels which would be activated frequently and often at times when the water was not needed
at the environmental site.

19 Personal communication, MDBC, February 2006.
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For example, Figures 18 and 19 for NSW and Vic allocations respectively, identify the percentage of time when
environmental water would be needed and a trigger met, at different allocation trigger levels. So for example, to
meet around 80% of environmental demands, the allocation trigger in NSW would need to be set at around 10% of
allocations and in Victoria at around 75%. This means that the triggers would be activated in most years although the
water is only required in 1 year in 4.
Figure 18: Options – irrigation allocation trigger (NSW)
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Because of the uncertainty imposed on an irrigator being party to an options contract which would be triggered
almost every year, the environmental manager would need to pay a significant amount as the ‘premium’ despite
the purchased right having no value in most years. In the case of a leaseback arrangement, in most years the
environmental manager would take ownership of allocations despite there being no environmental demand to be met.
To overcome this problem, a more suitable trigger could be sought or more complex holdings of options or leaseback
contracts established. We have investigated the former of these, looking at the workability of alternative triggers
based on rainfall or storage levels.
Figure 19: Options – irrigation allocation trigger (VIC)
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A composite storage index trigger was developed, based on the storage levels in Hume and Dartmouth in July
(Figure 20).
Figure 20: Options – Storage trigger (NSW and VIC)
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This trigger performs in a similar way to an allocation trigger, with reasonably low levels of the storage trigger
required in order to meet a large proportion of the environmental demand. Similarly, if a leaseback contract was
written, the percentage of time that the trigger would be activated but the water not required varies from 75% at low
storage trigger levels to 100% if trigger levels were at an index value of 0.95.A rainfall trigger was also considered
using cumulative June and July rainfall in the buyback regions. To meet environmental demand 80% of the time
using a NSW rainfall trigger would require the trigger to be set at 50mm (average rainfall over the period is 77mm).
Similarly, the levels would need to be set at 60mm in the Victorian buyback region (average rainfall is 85mm over
the period).
Figure 21: Options – Rainfall trigger (NSW)
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Figure 22: Options – Rainfall trigger (VIC)
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Up to rainfall triggers of about 110mm in NSW, 75% of the time the trigger is met but the water is not required. The
trigger performs better if the levels are set above this. However, for a rainfall trigger set in the Victorian Murray,
regardless of the trigger level, between 60 to 75 per cent of the time the trigger is met and the water is not required.
In order to compare the performance of the different trigger levels, the opportunity cost of different triggers was
calculated based on the environmental demand being met 80% of the time. Figure 23 demonstrates that if using
options, the most cost effective solution to meet environmental demand would be to use rainfall in NSW (at an
opportunity cost of about $15m) and in Victoria to use irrigation allocations (at an opportunity cost of about $6m).
Figure 23: Options – cost of meeting environmental demand 80% of the time using different triggers
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The analysis demonstrates that at this site options contracts may not be effective if they are used as the sole
instrument to meet environmental demand, and secondly that the trigger that performs the best may vary between
buyback regions. Consequently, if options or leasebacks contracts are being investigated at other sites, a thorough
analysis of triggers and effectiveness will be crucial.
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5.4.6 Need for a portfolio approach
The analysis above has demonstrated that no single instrument effectively meets environmental demands at our case
study site. The environmental manager would need to hold very large volumes of entitlement at a high budget cost to
meet environmental demand each year. This cost could be reduced through generous carryover provisions, however
for our case study site these provisions would need to be many times the entitlement volume. This in turn would lead
to significant impacts on other entitlement holders.
Alternatively, an environmental manager could become an active participant on water markets to source water only
when needed. If the environmental manager sought to buy allocations when needed, it may be extremely difficult to
access adequate water in the volumes and timeframe required in some years, and price effects in these years on
water markets could be significant.
A strategy of purchasing some entitlements and actively trading allocations when not required has been
demonstrated to be more cost-effective, however, again it may be difficult to access adequate water in the volumes
and timeframe required in some years.
Options and leaseback approaches were also found unsuitable as environmental and irrigation demands did not
exhibit a strong counter-cyclical characteristic, and hence trigger levels would need to be set such that they would be
activated in most years – imposing management costs on irrigators with related costs to the environmental manager
in establishing contracts.
Some of the limitations with the instruments examined could be overcome if the environmental manager had
flexibility around meeting the environmental demand. For example, in section 3 it was noted that the profile of ‘new’
environmental water was based on an objective of minimising the volume of new water whilst still meeting an average
1 in 2 year flooding regime. This lead to a watering profile with a number of wet and dry sequences. It is likely however
that some waterings at the tail of a wet sequence provides little benefit (or even disbenefit) while a prolonged dry
sequence could be particularly damaging.
A more strategic watering profile, whilst possibly requiring larger overall volumes, may provide greater
environmental benefits and lower over costs. The preceding analyses demonstrated that the cost of meeting 2 or 3
individual waterings over an 85 year period could almost double the budget required and present the most difficult
circumstances within which to access water.
With this is mind, a more workable strategy for our case study site may be to develop a portfolio of water assets
tailored to meet most of the watering profile postulated. The portfolio could include purchase of entitlement that
could be traded when not required; use of the market for seasonal allocations to obtain modest volumes of water;
and the use of options contracts to source water in critical years – so for example contracts could be written with
generous premiums so that water would effectively be ‘on call’ but with terms that provided irrigators confidence that
the options would only be called upon on infrequently.
The task of optimising a suite of water assets for this purpose is beyond the objectives of this project and of no value
beyond the project as the environmental demand being examined is only illustrative. However, to show the potential
of this approach an example has been developed based on purchase of entitlement to meet a proportion of the
environmental demand and use of options contracts to fulfil other, but not all, watering needs.
The opportunity cost of purchasing entitlements that would meet environmental demand about 20% of the time is
around $12 million. If an options contract was written using a Victorian irrigation allocation trigger of 90%20, then

20 The long run average for Victorian Murray irrigation allocations is about 180%.
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this would meet demand an additional 61% of the time, at an additional cost of about $5 million. That is, in total the
environmental demand would be met 80% of the time with this portfolio of assets, at a total cost of $17 million. If the
volumes of entitlement that were not required each year were sold on the seasonal allocations market, the NPV of
the revenue stream would be about $9 million, offsetting a large proportion of the cost of the entitlement. This gives a
net cost of this portfolio of around $8 million. The volumes of water obtained through the entitlement and the options
contract are illustrated in Figure 24.
Figure 24: Water purchased under portfolio strategy (environmental demand met 81% of the time)
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In those years where significant volumes are required, nearly all the water is provided through the activation of
options contracts. This overcomes the problem of finding sellers of seasonal allocations and negotiating terms in very
short timeframes. In addition, the more targeted option contracts do not suffer from the previously identified problem
of being activated in most years. In this example, the water available under the options is not required only 1 year in 4
when the trigger is activated.
To obtain the same level of effectiveness in meeting environmental demand using the more promising of the other
approaches investigated is shown in Table 4. The scenarios of only purchasing entitlement without any subsequent
trading of allocations, or using purchased entitlements with more generous carryover provisions, or options contracts
as the sole means of sourcing water, have not been included as they we were found unworkable in the context of this
case study site.
For each scenario the optimal configuration has been identified. Note that economic costs will not be the same as
budget costs, as the instruments have differing administrative and management costs for market participants which
have not been included.
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Table 4: Comparison of scenarios if environmental demand was met 81% of the time

Scenario

(2) Purchase allocations when needed

(3) Entitlement purchases and
allocation trading

(6) Portfolio of water assets

Notes:

Buget Cost
NPV($m)

Issues

$3.6m

Large volumes needed in some years
and may have difficulty in sourcing water on
shotyt notice
Funding required over time

$2.9m

Large volumes needed in some years
and may have difficulty in sourcing water on
shotyt notice
Could become self funding over time
Most complex arrangement

$8.0m

Higher cost
More workable
Greater certainty that water will be sourced
when needed

1. Carryover provisions at 4.5 times entitlement.
2. Entitlement purchase to meet 20% and options contract to meet 60% of environmental demand as assumed in Scenario 6

The entitlement purchase and allocation trading scenario offers the lowest budget costs as it is able to exploit
differentials in risk preferences between the environmental manager and market participants. However this scenario
and that of relying only on the purchase of allocations is unlikely to be workable given the large peak environmental
demands and challenges an environmental manager is likely to face in accessing adequate volumes early in irrigation
seasons and on short notice.
The portfolio scenario adds a not inconsequential impost on the environmental manager’s budget, but through the
use of targeted options contracts would provide the certainty needed in relation to accessing required volumes when
needed for environmental watering.
Finally it is important to stress that while the best available water market prices have been used and significant
effort devoted to identifying the environmental demand for new water, the analysis is still the product of a range of
assumptions and simplifications. Nevertheless it demonstrates a range of issues that will need to be considered by
environmental managers in creating environmental water portfolios through buyback instruments that balance cost,
workability and broader impacts on water markets and consumptive water users.
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6. IRRIGATOR ATTITUDES TO BUYBACK INSTRUMENTS
In order to ascertain the attitudes and views of irrigators on the use and design of market based measures for
securing water for environmental purposes, face to face meetings were held with irrigators in both of the buyback
regions used in this study. Field research was undertaken from Monday 1 May to Friday 5 May 2006. Irrigators whose
main business activity was horticulture, dairy, rice, grains, beef and wine grapes were interviewed.
While the meetings were informal, a broad template was used to guide discussion around the suitability of market
based measures for trading water rights to meet desired environmental outcomes. Market based measures included
the trading of water entitlements (permanent water21) and seasonal allocations (temporary water) as well as lease
arrangements and options based on some predetermined trigger. Discussions focused on why irrigators would use
these measures and their attitudes to an environmental manager taking a position in water markets.

6.1 Involvement in Water Markets
Trade of Water Entitlements
Most irrigators had not traded water entitlements. The broad view was that the decision to purchase entitlements
would be based on the expected value of the entitlement as an asset (typical of broader farm leasing or buying
decisions). In recent years, an additional concern was seen as their ability to service additional debt as the drought
had left most farmers with cash flow problems.
The decision as to how many entitlements to hold will vary with the specific circumstances of individual irrigators.
Broad consensus was that the amount of entitlements held would be dictated by the minimum water requirement
of the business as well as the value of seasonal allocations. When pushed on this point most irrigators agreed that
the problem was not so much the risk of not getting water on the temporary market but rather the volatility of price.
Therefore, production systems requiring long term capital investment (such as horticulture and dairy) would tend
to hold more entitlements and be less interested in seasonal trading. When changes were made to their productive
capacity (expansion or contraction of operations) entitlements would be purchased or sold as appropriate.
One Victorian irrigator spoke of his investment in a hi-flow dam (around 250ML) that is allocated water from the
supply system that would otherwise be lost during periods of high run-off. The arrangement was made between the
irrigator (who paid for the construction of the dam) and Goulburn Murray Water. It was thought that around 37 other
dams had been built by irrigators under this arrangement.
Another reason advanced by irrigators for their lack of involvement in water entitlement trade was that water markets
were still in their infancy and it was difficult to form a realistic expectation of the long term price of entitlements.
Uncertainty regarding the specification of water rights22 and how associated fixed costs of the delivery infrastructure
would be charged was also noted. One irrigator made the point that when water and delivery services were unbundled
the delivery cost would serve as a land tax – being incorporated into the value of the parcel of land that had the
potential to receive irrigation water.
Trade of Seasonal Water Allocations
Most irrigators had been active in the market for seasonal allocations. Their level of participation was largely
governed by seasonal water demands of their business, with most irrigators spoken to being mainly buyers rather
than sellers. The decision to trade seasonal allocations was seen as a straight forward commercial decision based on

21 Most irrigator referred to water rights as being either permanent or temporary.
22 It was noted that considerable change is occuring in the specification of water entitlements with their unbundling from land and channel capacity. There were
also concerns raised that governments might reduce the total allocation to irrigation activities or change the level of security.
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the expected return to the business against the cost of water purchase and expectations about future rainfall events.
Water trading tended to revolve around grain and feed prices as water available under entitlements held was typically
used to water permanent plantings and perennial pasture while water purchased as seasonal allocations was
generally used for annual crops and pasture / fodder.
Timing of purchases throughout a season was seen as a major issue. Most irrigators tended to speak of water
demand in terms of early season, mid season and late season demand with seasonal requirements dictated largely by
the commodities being produced.
Some irrigators argued that water bought as seasonal allocations was “cheaper” than water allocated under
entitlements held as fixed costs of the supply system were attached to entitlements and not allocations. It was not
clear from discussions whether or not irrigators thought that the market for allocations failed to incorporate the fixed
costs of holding an entitlement.
Irrigators were asked if they were interested in leasing seasonal allocations over a number of years. Most agreed that
this would have some attraction as it gave them greater security without the up-front cost of purchasing entitlements.
Such arrangements could be entered into now and would provide added flexibility to farm planning decisions. Some
irrigators saw leasing solely as an alternative to trading entitlements on a regular basis.
Risk Management Strategies
Price volatility in markets for seasonal allocations was seen as a major issue, with intra-season price volatility
probably seen as more important than inter-season volatility. However, most irrigators said that price risk
management tools such as options and futures were unlikely to be attractive to them. Some views included:
• It was difficult to take a long term position on seasonal water needs as seasonal requirements will depend on
rainfall and crop or pasture growth. The decision to buy or sell was typically made close to the date that the
water was required. A lot of water is traded on an opportunistic basis with volume security largely dealt with
through the holding of entitlements (indicating a preference to lock in their water cost rather than face price
volatility of seasonal allocations).
• While price volatility can be frustrating to irrigators, its impact on the business was far less than volatility in
other input costs and commodity prices23.
• Uptake of futures contracts in Australian agriculture was thought quite limited and irrigators argued that the
use of derivative products such as options to better manage water resources would require a massive education
program if they were to be adopted.
• Water markets are in their infancy and it is difficult to form realistic price expectations.
• Restrictive carry-over provisions limit the usefulness of entering into long term arrangements for seasonal
allocations.
• Options had some attraction as it provided a “bail out” mechanism, but price variability from week to week
might make it difficult to set a realistic exercise date.

23 Many irrigators also indicated that price changes for seasonal allocations were less of a concern because the cost was only small relative to the size of their
operation. For example, a $10 ML price rise over 300 MI would only add $3,000 to a business. Recent prices of $500 ML were a concern, but largely seen as
abnormal due to widespread drought conditions.
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Some irrigators also mentioned that the Sydney Futures Exchange was trying to mobilise a $30m fund to purchase
water entitlements and then trade them on either a lease arrangement or under a futures contract.
Irrigators generally held the view that the development of risk management tools would occur as required and that
there were no obvious constraints to this should such tools be commercially viable.

6.2

Environmental Manager Trading Water Rights

Trade of Water Entitlements
Irrigators generally held the view that an environmental manager should not trade water entitlements. The perception
was that trade would tend to be in one direction with the environmental manager buying water entitlements.
Concerns included:
• Low security water would be administratively changed to high security water at the (uncompensated) expense
of other irrigators – too easy to change the rules under political pressure and this creates uncertainty in the
market.
• The environmental manager would not contribute towards infrastructure costs of delivery – stranded assets
argument.
• Purchases would increase the price of water entitlements and the potential volumes traded might result in
significant price spikes. The environmental manager would not be a commercial entity and hence it would have
an unfair position in the market against irrigators.
• Governments would take this as the easy way to “get water” rather than look for improving efficiencies in
the delivery system. Although some irrigators stated that to secure the potential volumes required for the
environment it is likely that a significant share would have to come from irrigators. Irrigators were more
concerned about how the environmental manager got the water in the first place rather than what they
subsequently did with it.
• Local communities would be disadvantaged. Any calculation of the net benefit from taking water out of irrigation
for the environment should include multiplier impacts through regional communities. Hence the environmental
manager should pay more than the market price.
• Some farmer associations have a stated position against governments purchasing water from irrigators and
some irrigators suggested that governments had agreed that they would not buy water entitlements from them.
Trade of Seasonal Water Allocations
Irrigators were more relaxed about an environmental manager taking a trading position in seasonal water markets.
However, there were still some major concerns about how the environmental manager would operate.
Prices for seasonal allocations would increase with greater demand for water – although it was recognised that the
impact on buyers and sellers would be different.
Timing of trade was seen as critical, with preference towards the environmental manager trading at the end of the
season once allocations and crop / pasture demand was known.
Possibility of trading water for downstream use might increase the volume of water in channels and this might
impact availability to upstream users (as channel capacity is used to move water to downstream users) or result in
environmental damage (from excessive water levels).
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The environmental manager would need to know the environmental demand and the cost it would be willing to
pay for water to meet such demand. Most irrigators suggested that governments had a very poor understanding of
what water is needed for the environment and that calculation of such demand often ignores that the environment
includes significant human activity rather than the preservation of “pristine” environments where there is no human
interference
There was broad agreement that the environmental manager would need to play by the same rules as other market
participants. This would also encourage the environmental manager to seek out efficiencies in the same way that
irrigators do.
Irrigators were far more supportive of an environmental manager trading seasonal allocations on a counter
cyclical basis to irrigators’ needs. One concern with this strategy was whether or not the environmental manager
traded with a profit maximisation objective. If profits were earned then environmental outcomes would be paid for
by irrigators rather than the community at large. Also, if profit maximisation were pursued this might encourage
the environmental manager to manipulate the market given that they might possibly account for a large share of
trade on any given day. This issue was hard to resolve during discussions, but most irrigators appreciated that the
environmental manager would need to hold both entitlements and trade seasonal allocations (just like an irrigator)
and that the profit issue could be resolved by how they managed the holding of each. In effect the environmental
manager might operate as a self financing “water trust”.
Discussions about trading water also teased out some irrigator concerns about allocation mechanisms in general.
While irrigators thought that putting water back into the irrigation sector when not required for environmental
purposes was a good idea, most supported the notion of trading as the allocation mechanism. If the water were
handed back to supply authorities this would increase irrigator’’ allocation in proportion to what they held. However,
most irrigators saw this as an inefficient way to allocate water, just creating more middlemen to get the water to its
most valuable use.
Leasing of Water Allocations
Leasing water over periods longer than a year had an attraction to most irrigators. The main benefit was seen as
removing the environmental manager from the seasonal allocations market as well as making environmental trades
more visible. That is, the trading position of the environmental manager would be clear to everyone.
Some irrigators also suggested that leases should be transferable in their own right as this would enable an irrigator
to close out of a position if their operating circumstances changed. This was one of the attractions of an option
contract, but options as a tool for price risk management was not seen as a priority for irrigators.
Structure of Entity performing the role of Environmental Manager
Most irrigators were relaxed as to how the environmental manager should be constituted. While most thought that
an arms length arrangement from government would be appropriate, they were generally indifferent so long as the
objective and operations of the manager were transparent and “due process” was followed.
Some irrigators suggested that there should only be one environmental manager rather than numerous agencies
operating across the basin as this would make it difficult to understand trading positions taken by the environmental
manager and it would increase costs of administration. There was also concern expressed that if a separate body was
set up to participate in water trade then the government would lose the capacity to make broader decisions regarding
environmental water demand and supply.
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Trading Interface
Again, irrigators were largely indifferent as to how the environmental manager should seek out individuals with whom
to trade. While most leaned towards a “clearing house” structure or exchange, they suggested that the most cost
efficient approach should be followed.

6.3

Trading based on a “Trigger”

Trigger Selection
Irrigators were generally supportive of the use of a trigger for securing environmental water. The use of triggers,
such as annual allocation, would provide greater certainty to irrigators and enable them to form better expectations
as to the impact of the environmental manager in the market. Triggers could be used as an entry point for the
environmental manager participating in the seasonal allocation market or an exercise point for leased water.
Seasonal allocations were the main trigger suggested by irrigators. The general view was that attractive allocation
triggers would be structured so that water went to irrigators in a dry year when it was scarce and to meet
environmental demand in wet years when it was more abundant. Other triggers or variations to allocations that were
suggested include:
• Instead of a distinct cut off point trade might be based on a proportion of water in excess of a stated allocation.
For example, if the trigger was 70% and the allocation was 90% then trade might only relate to half of the
allocation in excess of 70%.
• The environmental manager should be free to negotiate different allocation triggers with individual irrigators.
For example, the environmental manager might have an average allocation trigger of 75% but hold contracts
with some irrigators at say 70% and some at 80%. This would increase market depth.
• Triggers based on allocations would be more attractive if there were more real time allocation announcements
(currently monthly), perhaps on a daily basis. Allocations were seen as difficult to anticipate now and hence
made it hard for an irrigator to take a forward position.
• Seasonal triggers could take into account allocations and rainfall over the past two or three years, as farm
operations might change significantly depending on what has happened in the past. For example if there were
two wet years in a row the environmental manager might not want the water or if there were two dry years in
a row the irrigator might want surplus water to build up fodder reserves. Also, temperatures throughout the
growing season will influence water demand.
• Allocations should be unbundled with reference to the time when the water would be delivered with the trigger
based on both volume and date required. The spot market for water should reflect water demand and supply at
any point in time or based on monthly shares. The spot market for water was seen as corrupt in terms of timing
and location. For the latter this included channel constraints as well as losses in the system from using water in
different locations. (1ML of water downstream equated to more than 1ML of water upstream.)
• Triggers might be linked to allocations and commodity prices to reflect the situation that there will be greater
demand for water by irrigators when commodity prices are high.
• Triggers might involve a “two way” contract with irrigators (instead of two separate arrangements) where
irrigators get allocations under entitlements held by an environmental manager if allocations were below the
trigger and the environmental manger gets allocations under entitlements held by an irrigator if the trigger
were exceeded.
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• Consideration should be given to incorporating a “close out” provision with the trigger to reflect changing
circumstances through time for both the irrigator and the environmental manager24.
Separation of Trigger and Announced Allocations
While there was broad consensus that the “game keeper and poacher” should be separate, irrigators were generally
indifferent as to who selected triggers so long as the process was transparent and accountable. That is, the setting of
triggers and allocations was not open to manipulation or corruption by any party.

7. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The analysis in this report demonstrates that environmental water demands can be extremely variable with peak
needs many times average volumes and with no new water required in many years. These demands may also be
less countercyclical with irrigation allocations than commonly anticipated where the objective is frequent watering.
Accordingly, the cost of meeting environmental demands can vary significantly between years for the same
environmental amenity.
For this reason we found the cost of buybacks to meet environmental watering needs at our case study site increased
exponentially to meet the last ten to twenty percent of demand. This raises the question of how sensitive sites are
to each watering event and sequences of events and whether there is scope to miss a small number of flood events
without compromising environmental values. Clearly defining new environmental watering needs in terms of timing,
frequency, volume, duration and sensitivity to alternative sequences of watering will allow more cost-effective
buyback instruments to be crafted.
For sites with infrequent but peaky environmental watering demands, our analysis shows that using the seasonal
allocations market to obtain large volumes may be unrealistic. Water at these environmental sites is needed quickly
to piggyback natural floods, and sourcing water on spot markets is unlikely to yield the necessary volumes in the
timeframes needed. Further, there are likely to be significant price impacts when environmental demands occur early
in the irrigation season when allocations are typically low, as are volumes traded.
A portfolio of water assets may often be the most effective approach to balance cost, effectiveness and workability
objectives in meeting environmental demands. A portfolio may contain low security water entitlements whose
allocations if not needed can be traded, options contracts to capture the large but infrequent peak demands and the
purchase of seasonal allocations on an opportunistic basis. Most critically, the particular mix of instruments that best
suits environmental demands will need to be tailored to specific environmental sites and water sourcing regions.
Carryover provisions have a significant benefit at sites like the one studied because of the peakiness of environmental
demands. Generous carryover provisions allow much smaller volumes of water to be held to meet the environmental
demands. In our illustrative case study where carryover provisions of 4.5 times entitlement was allowed, the volumes
needed to meet environmental demand 80 per cent of the time were reduced by 75 per cent. However, generous
carryover provisions such as these will have significant third party impacts on irrigation allocations.
The extent to which there are multiple sites in a region will influence the effectiveness of different instruments. For
example, entitlements may be able to be more effectively used if they can be re-used at sites downstream. However,
this will depend on the complementarity of demands at different sites and the connectivity between sites.
Options and leaseback arrangements are useful buyback instruments that can compliment other instruments
in water purchasing portfolios. Again however care will be needed in crafting cost-effective instruments that will

24 The nature of how this might be done or how it would impact on th negotiated price was not discussed at any great length.
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balance the objectives of environmental managers and irrigators. This analysis has demonstrated that the most cost
effective options trigger may vary between buyback regions and environmental sites. And importantly, options offer
significant advantages where the water demands of environmental managers and irrigators are counter-cyclical, but
can become blunt and ineffectual where this is not the case.
Finally, irrigators surveyed were generally supportive of an Environmental Manager entering the market, provided
there were transparency in operations and accountability mechanisms in place. They indicated a strong preference for
such a Manager to trade in seasonal allocations rather than entitlement, due to perceived flow on effects to regional
communities. Irrigators surveyed indicated a preference for multi-year leaseback arrangements to manage their
price risks, however if options contracts were to be used, they indicated a preference for crafting triggers around
the seasonal allocations market. The fieldwork has demonstrated the benefits of involving irrigators in the design
of market instruments, with useful insights into the operation of the water markets, irrigator’s risk preferences and
useful suggestions on how contracts may be designed being elicited from those surveyed.
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Appendix 1 Irrigation allocations and temporary water prices for NSW Murray
Individual temporary trades in allocation for the MIL were obtained from the Productivity Commission (personal
communication, January 2006). 671 individual transactions were used over the 1999/00 to 2002/03 irrigation seasons.
Irrigation allocations for each year were obtained from MSM-BigMod and rainfall data obtained from the Bureau of
Meteorology. A price was then estimated and multiplied by the quantity required to derive an opportunity cost per year.
Given that in most years the environmental water is required in August, irrigation allocations at August were generally
used to estimate prices.
Figure A1 graphs the prices and the allocation at the point of sale for the 1999/00 to 2002/03 irrigation seasons. The
graph shows a large range in price, from $100/ML to $350/ML when allocations are 10%. While allocations don’t
explain this difference, the variation in rainfall has a significant influence on the difference in price, as shown in
Figures A2 and A3.
Figure A1: Average price and allocation at the time of the transaction, MIL 1999/00 to 2002/03
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Figure A2: Prices, allocation and rainfall over time, MIL
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Figure A3: Monthly rainfall for Leeton, 1999/00 to 2002/03

Cummulative rainfall, Leeton
1999 to 2003
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Using this data, water prices were regressed against irrigation allocations using ordinary least squares. A variety of
functional forms were tested and the following proved to be the best fit, based on a range of diagnostic tests.
Ln(P) = 6.382251 – 1.75147(A) – 0.00408(R)
Where:
P-

is the price per ML for that transaction;

A-

is the irrigation allocation, expressed as a percentage of entitlement, in the month when the
transaction occurred,

R-

is the irrigation season rainfall (August to May) in millimetres for Leeton (Bent’s Hill used in the
regression).
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Note that while the regression equation was fitted with data from Bent’s Hill station, the cost-effectiveness analysis
was conducted using data from Leeton Caravan Park station. Given these stations are located close together it was
assumed that they were highly correlated. Actual versus predicted prices are shown in Figure A4 below.
Figure A4: Actual versus predicted prices
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Appendix 2 First Step Ecological objectives and outcomes

Initial Assets

Description of Signiﬁcant Ecological
Assets

Interim ecological objectives and
expected outcomes

The Barmah–Millewa Forest covers an
area over 66,000 hectares.
The Barmah Forest is a Wetland of
International Importance under the
Ramsar Convention and the Millewa
Forest is included in the NSW Central
Murray State Forests Ramsar site.
Barmah-Millewa Forest

The Barmah–Millewa Forest provides
habitat for numerous threatened
plant and animal species, including
birds, fish and reptiles, and supports
colonies of breeding waterbirds during
appropriate seasonal conditions.
There are important and significant
land associations and connections to
the Barmah–Millewa Forest amongst
Indigenous peoples and the broader
community.

The Gunbower and Koondrook–
Perricoota Forests have a combined
area of about 50,000 hectares.

Gunbower and
Koondrook- Perricoota
Forests

The Gunbower Forest is designated as
a Wetland of International Importance
under the Ramsar Convention and the
Koondrook and Perricoota Forests are
included in the NSW Central Murray
State Forests Ramsar site.
These sites are important breeding
areas for colonial waterbirds, contain
threatened plant and animal species,
and are visited by migratory birds
listed under international treaties with
Japan (JAMBA) and China (CAMBA).
The forest has strong social and
cultural meaning for Indigenous
groups of the region.
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Enhance forest, fish and wildlife
values.
• Successful breeding of thousands
of colonial waterbirds in at least
three years in ten.
• Healthy vegetation in at least
55% of the area of the forest
(including virtually all of the Giant
Rush, Moira Grass, River red gum
forest, and some River red gum
woodland).

Maintain and restore a mosaic of
healthy floodplain communities.
• 80% of permanent and semipermanent wetlands in healthy
condition.
• 30% of River red gum forest in
healthy condition.
• Successful breeding of thousands
of colonial waterbirds in at least
three years in ten.
• Healthy populations of resident
native fish in wetlands.
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• Restore healthy examples of all
original wetland and floodplain

Hattah Lakes is part of the 48,000
hectare Hattah-Kulkyne National
Park which contains 17 freshwater
lakes. It is a very valuable site, with
international, national and State
significance.

Hattah Lakes

It is part of a Biosphere Reserve and
is Ramsar listed, used by migratory
birds listed under the JAMBA, CAMBA
and Bonn conventions.
It has a significantly diverse range of
wetlands in one system (i.e., semipermanent, ephemeral) which means
it can support a very diverse array of
flora and fauna and has good red gum
communities.

communities
• Restore the aquatic vegetation
zone in and around at least 50% of
the lakes to increase fish and bird
breeding and survival
• Increase successful breeding
events of threatened colonial water
birds to at least two in ten years
(Spoonbills, Little, Intermediate
and Great egrets, Night herons and
Bitterns).
• Increase the population size of and
breeding events of the endangered
Murray Hardyhead, Australian
smelt, Gudgeons and other
wetland fish

Chowilla Floodplain has an area of
17,700 hectares and is one of the last
remaining parts of the lower Murray
floodplain that has not been used for
irrigation. It retains much of the area’s
natural character and attributes.

Chowilla Floodplain
(including the Lindsay
- Wallpolla system)

It is part of the South Australian
Riverland area which is designated as
a Wetland of International Importance
under the Ramsar Convention, and is
also recognised as being nationally
significant.
It has a high diversity of vegetation
communities and contains wetlands in
a semi-arid environment.
The Lindsay–Wallpolla floodplains
comprise almost 20,000 hectares
of floodplain with a high diversity of
vegetation communities and native
fish populations, and support many
species of threatened biota. Lindsay
Island is listed as a wetland of
National significance.
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Maintain high biodiversity values of
the Chowilla Floodplain:
• High value wetlands maintained.
• Current area of River red gum
maintained.
• At least 20% of the original area of
Black box vegetation maintained.
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The Murray Mouth, Coorong and
Lower Lakes, covering an area of
about 140,000 hectares, are nationally
significant wetland areas also
recognised as being of international
importance under the Ramsar
Convention.
It is one of the ten major areas for
large concentrations of waders in
Australia, and one of the few south of
the Tropic of Capricorn.
Thirty-three of the bird species
present in the area are listed under
international treaties.
Murray Mouth, Coorong
and Lower Lakes

With some 78 species of marine and
freshwater fish inhabiting the area it
is an important nursery and feeding
area for key commercial and noncommercial fish species.

A healthier lower lakes and Coorong
estuarine environment.
• Open Murray mouth.
• More frequent estuarine fish
spawning.
• Enhanced migratory wader bird
habitat in the Lower Lakes.

The Coorong, which is 140 km in
length, has been ranked within the top
six waterbird sites in Australia based
on the diversity and abundance of
species found there.
The area represents significant
intrinsic value for the broader
community and has strong spiritual
and cultural meaning for Indigenous
peoples.
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The River Murray holds iconic status
and is arguably the nation’s most
important river.
The River Murray channel is the ‘main
artery’ of the River Murray System
and forms the link between forest,
floodplain, wetland and estuarine
assets.
River Murray Channel

It provides in-stream habitat for many
aquatic plants and animals, including
the Murray cod and other threatened
species (eg trout cod, Murray
hardyhead).
Its banks support River red gum
forests, which have strong natural
and cultural values and provide the
aesthetic backdrop for the river and
human activities associated with it.
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To increase the frequency of higher
flows in spring that are ecologically
significant.
To overcome barriers to migration of
native fish species between the sea
and Hume Dam.
To maintain current levels of channel
stability.
• Expanded ranges of many species
of migratory fishes.
• Similar levels of channel erosion to
those currently.
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Further information on the Environmental Water Allocation R&D Program can
be obtained from:
Dr Richard Davis
Coordinator,

Environmental Water Allocation R&D Program
Land & Water Australia
Mobile: 0401 847 530
Email: richard.davis@lwa.gov.au

Or by contacting Land & Water Australia
Level 1, Phoenix Building,
86 Northbourne Avenue, BRADDON
GPO Box 2182
CANBERRA ACT 2601
Telephone (02) 6263 6000
Facsimile (02) 6263 6099
Email: land&wateraustralia@lwa.gov.au
Website: www.lwa.gov.au

Product code: ERO61225
Land & Water Australia is a statutory corporation of the Australian Government within the Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry portfolio,
established under the Primary Industries and Energy Research and Development (PIERD) Act 1989. We invest in knowledge, partnerships,
innovation and adoption to underpin sustainable natural resource management in Australia.
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